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Chair’s foreword
This report presents a summary of the Education, Employment and Training Committee’s inquiry into
the operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990.
The inquiry was referred by the Legislative Assembly on 14 September 2021. The committee’s task
was to inquire into and report on the operation of the Act and, in particular, the impact of
amendments made by the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Act 2017.
During the inquiry, the committee heard from key stakeholders representing retailers and retail
workers as well as local governments, chambers of commerce, tourism groups and small business
owners. As in the previous review, these groups hold quite divergent views on the retail trading
arrangements they believe best serve Queensland’s interests going forward.
From the evidence and feedback received throughout the inquiry, the moratoriums and amendments
to the Act made in 2017 have provided consistent and stable trading arrangements for the retail sector
as a whole, as well as for individual businesses, workers and consumers. These amendments were
informed by the 2016 review conducted by Mr John Mickel and the Trading Hours Review Reference
Group. Mr Mickel and a number of the members of that group also contributed their expertise to the
committee’s inquiry. I would like to thank those individuals for their contributions.
While the Act is operating well to regulate trading hours arrangements, the committee identified some
areas where it believes the provisions can be improved.
The committee has made 9 recommendations to the Assembly. These recommendations seek to
simplify trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops and to ensure their continued stability by
removing the power of the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission to make orders on
applications to vary core trading hours from the hours prescribed in the Act. The recommendations
also seek to strengthen the criteria for the Commission to consider when declaring ‘special events’,
which provide for extended trading hours for non‐exempt shops.
The committee has made recommendations to strengthen the protections that the Act provides for
retail workers to ensure they are not being coerced by employers to work extended, unsociable hours.
This includes clarifying that the Commission has the power to make an order which reflects the
protection in the Act that voluntary agreement to work extended hours applies to all retail employees
of non‐exempt shops affected by a declaration of a special event, and that the protection of workers
to freely elect to work or not to work extended hours should be explicitly stated in the ‘special event’
declaration.
The committee has recommended extensions of the two moratoriums established by the Act to
account for the disruptions caused by the COVID‐19 pandemic. On the expiry of the special
moratorium on trading hours arrangements for businesses located within the Mossman Port Douglas
Tourist Area, the committee has recommended that those businesses transition to the same trading
hours arrangements that apply to businesses in other high value tourist areas of the state.
The divergence of positions in the retail sector, particularly on issues such as whether non‐exempt
shops in regional towns and cities should be allowed to trade on Sundays and Public Holidays,
highlights the importance of having the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission as the
independent arbiter to hear and rule on such matters. While some aspects of the Commission’s work
may change as a result of the committee’s recommendations, the Commission would continue to
perform its vital work receiving and adjudicating on applications to vary trading hours area
classifications and the definitions of areas once the general moratorium provided by the Act expires.
The COVID‐19 pandemic has presented challenges for all industries, but particularly for the retail
sector. I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank the many retail businesses and
their staff for their work throughout the pandemic to ensure Queenslanders continue to have safe
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access to essential goods and services. These businesses and their hardworking employees make a
valuable contribution to our state every day, and have helped to keep Queensland’s economy strong
during the COVID‐19 pandemic. I look forward to seeing our vibrant Queensland retail sector
continuing to flourish into the future.
On behalf of the committee, I thank all of the individuals, businesses and organisations who made
written submissions or otherwise contributed to our understanding of the issues in this inquiry.
I also thank the staff of the Office of Industrial Relations in the Department of Education and our
Parliamentary Service staff for their assistance throughout the inquiry.

~~

f>
~

I commend this report to the House..

Kim Richards MP
Chair
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1

26

The committee recommends the Act be amended to refine the process for consideration of ‘special
event’ applications by the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission, to ensure the requirement
under section 5(1)(c) of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 that an event declared a ‘special event’
is, in fact, ‘a unique or infrequent event of local, State or national significance’. The list of
considerations in section 5(3)(a) of the Act should be expanded to include the following additional
considerations the Commission is required to examine when deciding whether to declare an event to
be a ‘special event’:
 additional factors which indicate the significance of the event, such as attendance numbers,
size of the event, media coverage, contribution to Queensland’s national and international
reputation, and its unique or infrequent nature
 whether there is a necessity for non‐exempt shops to trade as exempt shops during the period
of the special event.
Recommendation 2

33

The committee recommends the categories for non‐exempt shops core trading hours (which are
defined by their location, under section 16D) be reduced to 4 categories:





South‐east Queensland area (unchanged)
Tourist area (amended to include the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area)
Regional area (renaming the category ‘Schedule 1AB areas’)
Other area (combining ‘Seaside resorts’ as defined in the 2017 Trading Hours Order, and ‘Any
other area’, with the core trading hours for this new category being as currently prescribed for
‘Seaside resorts’).

Recommendation 3

34

The committee recommends that the trading hours for the industry specific categories under
section 16E – ‘Hardware shops’ and section 16EA – ‘Shops selling motor vehicles or caravans‘ be
retained in the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 without amendment.
Recommendation 4

36

The committee recommends that the definitional criteria for independent retail shop at section 6(1)
of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be retained.
Recommendation 5

39

The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to remove
section 36B(2), so that section 36B applies as a condition of any extension of retail trading hours,
irrespective of any workplace agreement or industrial award.
Recommendation 6

40

The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to clarify that:
 the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission has the power to make an order about
voluntary work in accordance with section 36B of the Act, and
 a declaration of a ‘special event’ by the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission must
include a condition about voluntary work which reflects that section 36B of the Act will apply to
all employees of non‐exempt shops covered by the declaration.
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Recommendation 7

42

The committee recommends that section 21 (Orders concerning non‐exempt shops) of the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to remove sections 21(3)(a) and 21(3)(c)(i) to prevent the
situation where applications are made to the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission to make
orders to vary core trading hours from the hours prescribed in the Act, once the moratorium has
ended.
Recommendation 8

46

The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to extend the
section 59 moratorium for an additional 12 months to 31 August 2023.
Recommendation 9

50

The committee recommends that:
 the section 56 moratorium for the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area under the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be extended to 31 August 2023
 section 16A of the Act be amended to add the ‘Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area’ to the
section 16A definition of ‘tourist area’ in (a) and to remove from the definition ‘(b) the town of
Port Douglas’, and for these changes to be effective from 31 August 2023.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Role of the committee

The Education, Employment and Training Committee (the committee) is a portfolio committee of the
Legislative Assembly. The committee commenced on 26 November 2020 under the Parliament of
Queensland Act 2001 and the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly.1
The committee’s primary areas of responsibility include:


Education, Industrial Relations and Racing



Employment, Small Business, Training and Skills Development.

In relation to its portfolio area, a portfolio committee may:


consider appropriation Bills



consider other legislation and proposed legislation



perform its role in relation to public accounts and public works



initiate an inquiry into any other matter it considers appropriate.2

As a portfolio committee, the committee is also required to deal with an issue referred to it by the
Assembly or under another Act, irrespective of whether the issue is within its portfolio area.3
On 14 September 2021, the Legislative Assembly agreed to a motion that the committee inquire into
and report on the operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 and report to the Legislative
Assembly by 31 January 2022.
1.2

Inquiry terms of reference

The motion agreed by the Legislative Assembly4 set the following terms of reference:
That the Education, Employment and Training Committee inquire into and report to the
Legislative Assembly by 31 January 2022 on:
The operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 (the Act), in particular:
1. To consider the impact of amendments made by the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment
Act 2017, with particular regard to:
(a)

examining the impact of the moratorium on trading hours orders and restriction on
making applications (section 59 of the Act) and recommendations following its expiry;

(b) examining the impact of the moratorium applicable to shops in Mossman and Port

Douglas Tourist Area (section 56 of the Act) and recommendations following its expiry;
(c)

examination of applications made, and consequences, for relaxation of provisions
under section 5 of the Act and recommendations for improvement;

(d) the effectiveness of prescribing permitted hours in legislation;
(e) the suitability of the permitted hours as currently prescribed; and

1

Parliament of Queensland Act 2001, s 88 and Standing Order 194.

2

Parliament of Queensland Act 2001, ss 92, 93.

3

Parliament of Queensland Act 2001, s 92(2).

4

Queensland Parliament, Record of Proceedings, 14 September 2021, p 2552.
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(f)

the role of the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission in setting permitted hours
outside the prescribed hours.

2. The operation and performance of the provisions of the Act and how, in practice, different
provisions are contributing to the objects of the Act and consider the impact of the existing
framework for the regulation of trading hours in Queensland.
3. The effects of trading hours regulation on the Queensland economy and on regional
Queensland.
The committee resolved, on advice from the Department of Education, (the department), that liquor
trading hours, penalty rates for retail employees working on public holidays and Sundays, and the
dates of public holidays, are outside of the operation of the Act and, therefore, not within the inquiry’s
terms of reference.5

1.3

Inquiry process

On 17 September 2021, the committee invited stakeholders and subscribers to make written
submissions to the inquiry. The committee received 28 submissions (see Appendix A for a list of
submitters). The submitters were predominantly industry peak bodies and unions representing the
state’s retail businesses and workers. They included:

5

2



the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association (Queensland Branch) (SDA) which
represents the interests of almost 35,000 essential retail, fast food and warehouse
employees across a large range of enterprises



the Australian Workers’ Union of Employees, Queensland (AWU)



the Australian Retailers Association (ARA) which represents 100,000 retail shops nationally



the National Retail Association (NRA) which represents more than 45,000 shops nationally



the Australian Automotive Dealer Association (AADA) which represents around 675
Queensland automotive dealerships that employ 11,500 people and generates
turnover/sales of almost $10.5 billion



the Motor Trades Association of Queensland (MTAQ) which represents employers in the
retail, repair, and service sectors of Queensland’s automotive industry, comprised of
approximately 15,500 automotive businesses employing more than 90,000 people in
Queensland



MGA Independent Retailers (MGA) which represents 760 independent food and grocery
stores nationally whose Queensland members employ over 21,000 full time, part time and
casual employees



the Queensland IGA State Board (Queensland IGA Board) which represents over 350 IGA
supermarkets in Queensland



the Caravan Trade & Industries Association of Queensland (CTIAQ) which represents almost
240 members in the Queensland caravan industry, mostly private family‐owned businesses



the Shopping Centre Council of Australia (SCCA) which represents major shopping centre
owners and developers in Queensland and across Australia. Queensland SCCA members
own and operate 139 shopping centres in Queensland, accounting for approximately 70%
shopping centre floor space

Public briefing transcript, Brisbane, 30 September 2021, p 6.
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the Queensland Small Business Commissioner, Ms Maree Adshead, a statutory office holder
who assists, and advocates for, Queensland small businesses



three chambers of commerce including the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Queensland (CCIQ), Queensland’s peak industry organisation which represents over
448,000 Queensland small and medium‐sized enterprises that employ over 66% of
Queenslanders working in the private sector.

The committee held 7 public hearings for the inquiry in:


Brisbane on 25 October, 1 November and 15 November



Cairns on 19 November



Mossman on 20 November



Mount Isa on 21 November



Townsville on 22 November 2021.

The committee sought and received advice throughout the inquiry from the department which
administers the Act. This included a background information paper, a briefing paper with economic
analysis provided by Queensland Treasury titled Queensland Retail Trading Hours: Economic Analysis,
and detailed written responses to the issues raised in submissions to the inquiry.
The committee supplemented its written advice from the department with public oral briefings. The
committee received an initial briefing by the department on 30 September 2021. Further briefings
followed each of the committee’s Brisbane public hearings. The committee received a final briefing
on 29 November 2021.
Appendix B lists the witnesses who appeared at the committee’s hearings and briefings.
The submissions, written briefings and other correspondence from the department, transcripts of the
public hearings and briefings, tabled papers and other inquiry documents are published on the
committee’s webpage.6
1.4

Recommendations in this report

This report provides the committee’s findings and recommendations from the inquiry.
The minister responsible for these recommendations is the Minister for Education, Minister for
Industrial Relations and Minister for Racing.
Section 46B of the Act requires that the Minister review the effectiveness of the Act within 5 years of
commencement, complete the review before the end of the moratorium period, and table a report in
the Legislative Assembly.

6

https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/Work‐of‐Committees/Committees/Committee‐
Details?cid=166&id=4113.
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2
2.1

Queensland’s retail industry and trading hours regulatory framework
Queensland retail industry

Queensland has a strong and vibrant retail sector. According to data compiled by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Queensland’s retail industry generated turnover of $73.3 billion in 2020.7
The department provided the committee with a detailed written economic analysis of the retail
industry in Queensland.8 The analysis was prepared with assistance from Queensland Treasury.
According to the analysis:


retail is traditionally a large employer of labour in Queensland, employing 266,400 persons
(or 10.3% of total employment) in 2020‐21, the second largest employer behind healthcare



consistent with national and international trends, Queensland’s retail sector has been
subject to structural change over the past two decades, including technological change
through the rise of online shopping and the entrance of new overseas firms



retailers have introduced various initiatives (eg higher discount events such as Black Friday
sales) and there has been evidence of an ongoing substitution of labour with technological
advances, such as self‐service checkouts, in some sectors of the industry



more recently, in line with subdued retail growth outcomes, a fall in the level of
employment in the industry has been evident since late‐2018. The COVID‐19 pandemic
drove further falls in the second half of 2019‐20 but as restrictions were eased, the level of
employment in the sector rebounded sharply.

Figure 1 below, from the department’s analysis, tracks movements in quarterly retail spending in
Queensland since June 2012.
Figure 1 Real retail turnover, Queensland ($ million, quarterly, seasonally adjusted)
-
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Source: Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021, Attachment 1: Queensland Retail Trading Hours:
Economic Analysis.

7

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics, ‘Table 12. Retail turnover, state by industry subgroup, seasonally
adjusted’, Retail Trade, Australia, October 2021, 26 November 2021, and ‘Table 05. Employed persons by
State, Territory and Industry division of main job (ANZSIC)’, Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, October 2021,
18 November 2021.

8

Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021.
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Figure 1 highlights the changes to retail turnover leading up to and during the COVID pandemic.
Figure 2 below tracks retail trade across different components of the state’s retail industry. The
department’s economic analysis noted that the period since the COVID–19 pandemic has seen almost
unprecedented volatility across retail sectors, with sharp increases in spending on household goods
during the COVID‐19 pandemic.
Figure 2 Nominal retail trade by component, Queensland (seasonally adjusted, monthly,
index, August 2012 = 100)
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Source: Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021, Attachment 1: Queensland Retail
Trading Hours: Economic Analysis.

2.2

Online shopping and the impact of the COVID‐19 pandemic

In its analysis the department noted that the shift away from ‘bricks and mortar’ to online retail has
been a long‐term structural trend, though it has been accelerated by the unique circumstances of the
COVID‐19 pandemic. Figure 3 below tracks movements in online retail trade as a share of total
turnover based on experimental estimates produced by the ABS (available only at the national level).
The department’s analysis noted:


the proportion of online sales rose steadily from around 2% in 2013 to around 6% in 2019,
with most of the growth driven by non‐food retail



online sales rose to 11.1% of total sales during the mandatory virus lockdowns in April 2020
across Australia, and remained above pre‐COVID‐19 levels at around 9–10% in the
subsequent months



online sales reached an estimated 15% in August 2021 driven by the COVID‐19 Delta
outbreak related lockdowns in New South Wales and Victoria.

Education, Employment and Training Committee
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Figure 3 Online retail trade as a share of total turnover, Australia (original, monthly, per cent)
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Source: Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021, Attachment 1: Queensland Retail
Trading Hours: Economic Analysis.

A further snapshot of the growing significance of online retailing is provided by the Inside Australian
Online Shopping eCommerce update produced by Australia Post.9 The update uses deliveries data
recorded by Australia Post. The November 2021 update noted that:

2.3



year‐on‐year growth in eCommerce purchases for the 52 weeks to 13 November 2021 was
17% nationally and 12.1% for Queensland



9.2 million households shopped online in the 12 months to 31 October 2021, up 3.5% year‐
on‐year



5.7 million households shopped online in October 2021, down 3.9% on the previous month.

Retail trading hours arrangements

The retail trading arrangements for shops in Queensland are regulated by the Trading (Allowable
Hours) Act 1990 (the Act) in conjunction with:


the Trading (Allowable Hours) Regulation 2014, and



orders made by the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission (QIRC) pursuant to section
21 of the Act.

The Act provides that the QIRC may decide allowable trading hours outside of the permitted hours for
non‐exempt shops.10 A moratorium on trading hours orders for non‐exempt shops being made by the
QIRC and on applications to the QIRC to make orders11 has meant this power has been suspended
since 31 August 2017.
The Act also provides for the QIRC to decide on an application and make a declaration that shops
operating within a specified area for an event which is declared to be a 'special event' are exempt
shops, for the declared period, and are permitted to trade for the entirety of the period (see
section 4.1 of this report). Since 2017 during the moratorium period, the QIRC has decided only these
‘special event’ applications.
9

Australia Post, 2021, Inside Australian Online Shopping ‐ eCommerce update, November 2021,
https://auspost.com.au/content/dam/auspost_corp/media/documents/inside‐australian‐online‐
shopping‐update‐november‐2021.pdf.

10

Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, Division 4, Part 5.

11

See Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, s 59.
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Although not currently in force, the following orders by the QIRC are referred to in the Act for defining
geographical areas subject to particular trading hours arrangements:


‘2017 Trading Hours Order’, previously known as the ‘Trading Hours – Non‐Exempt Shops
Trading by Retail – State’.12 The 2017 Trading Hours Order is a compilation of orders made by
the QIRC prior to the commencement of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Act 2017



‘Repealed Car Yards Order’, previously known as the ‘Trading Hours – Non‐Exempt Shops
Selling Motor Vehicles – State’ prior to the commencement of the Trading (Allowable Hours)
Amendment Act 2017.13

In addition to restrictions that apply under the Act, the permitted hours of trade for certain types of
shops may be regulated by other laws. For example, restaurants, cafes, hotels and bottle shops selling
alcohol are subject to the restrictions imposed by the Liquor Act 1992 and the Wine Industry Act 1994
in addition to any restrictions that may apply under the Act. These restrictions are outside the
committee’s inquiry.

Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990

2.4

The objects of the Act, as stated at s 3, include:
(a) to decide the allowable trading hours of non‐exempt shops and independent retail shops
throughout Queensland
(b) to require employees be given a holiday for, and to decide when certain places must close
on, Anzac Day
(c) to provide for closure of banks and insurance companies on bank holidays
(d) to prohibit soliciting in any publication for business to be transacted outside allowable
trading hours at any factory or shop
(e) to facilitate trading in tourist areas.
The Act is a tool for balancing the needs of consumers to access goods and services where and when
they want to, protections for retail workers, and the needs of communities to have viable local
businesses. It prescribes trading hours arrangements for retail shops classed as either exempt shops
or non‐exempt shops according to their locations.
2.4.1

Exempt shops

Exempt shops are essentially exempt from trading hours restrictions under the Act.
Exempt shops are described under s 5(1)(a), (b) and (c) of the Act, and are:


exempt by nature of the good or services predominantly sold in the shop (s 5(1)(a) and
Schedule 1AA) (see Appendix C). Shop types listed in the Schedule include takeaway food
shops (cooked provision shops), fruit and vegetable shops, chemist shops and service
stations.
These types of shops are permitted to operate at any time and on any day of the year.



exempt because they are an independent retail shop (s 5(1)(b)). A shop is an independent
retail shop (defined at s 6 of the Act) where: the business maintained there is owned by a
person, partnership or company; no more than 30 people, including the owner, work there

12

The 2017 Trading Hours Order is available from the QIRC website,
https://www.qirc.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/2017_trading_hours_order.pdf?acsf_files_redirect.

13

The Repealed Car Yards Order is available from the QIRC website,
https://www.qirc.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/repealed_car_yards_order.pdf?acsf_files_redirect.
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at any time; and no more than 100 persons are engaged by the business owner across all
shops owned in the state at any time. Examples of independent retail shops are small
independent grocery stores and clothing stores.
Section 17 of the Act provides that independent retail shops used predominantly for the
sale of food or groceries or both may trade at any time and on any day of the year. Other
independent retail shops are permitted to operate on any day and time except all day on
Good Friday, Anzac Day before 1.00pm and all of Christmas Day.


exempt because they operate in a stated area declared by the QIRC to be a special event
(s 5(1)(c)). In deciding whether to declare an event a special event, the QIRC must consider
a range of factors including the cultural, religious or sporting significance of the event and
its significance to the economy and the tourism industry (see s 5(3)).
The permitted hours for shops within areas covered by a special event declaration is set by
the order declaring the special event.

2.4.2

Trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops

Non‐exempt shops are larger retail shops such as supermarkets (eg ALDI, Coles and Woolworths) and
department stores (eg Big W, David Jones, Kmart, Myer and Target) but exclude hardware shops and
shops selling motor vehicles or caravans. Table 1 below summarises the allowable trading hours for
exempt and non‐exempt shops, excluding hardware shops and shops selling motor vehicles and/or
caravans.
Table 1 Summary of allowable trading hours for exempt and non‐exempt shops
Exempt shops:
Schedule
1AA shops

Independent
retail shops

Fully exempt –
may trade
24/7 every day
of the year.

If used pre‐
dominantly for the
sale of food or
groceries or both,
fully exempt – may
trade 24/7 every day
of the year.
Otherwise may
trade 24/7 every day
except Good Friday,
Anzac Day before
1.00pm and
Christmas Day.

Non‐exempt shops:
SEQ

Seaside
Resorts

Tourist
areas

Schedule
1AB
locations

Other
areas

Mon ‐ Fri

7am –
9pm

8am –
9pm

6am –
10pm

6am –
9pm#

8am –
9pm

Sat

7am –
9pm

8am –
6pm

7am –
10pm

8am –
6pm

8am –
6pm

Sun

9am –
6pm

Closed

7am – 9pm

9am –
6pm

Closed

Closed Days*

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Other public
holidays

9am –
6pm

9am –
6pm

7am – 9pm

9am –
7pm

Closed**

Declared
special
event

Trading hours
arrangements
are subject to
the terms of
each specific
special event
declaration.

Source: Compiled with the assistance of Office of Industrial Relations based on the provisions of the Trading Allowable Hours Act 1990.

Notes: *

‘Closed Days’ are defined at s 16A to be Good Friday, Anzac Day (25 April), Labour Day (the first Monday in May),
and Christmas Day (25 December).
#
7am – 9pm for shops in the Townsville Tourist Area.
** Non‐exempt shops are permitted to open Saturday trading hours on Easter Saturdays in these locations.

The permitted trading hours for non‐exempt shops, other than hardware shops and shops selling
motor vehicles or caravans, depend on whether the shops are located in:
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the south‐east Queensland area



a declared seaside resort



a declared tourist area
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a location listed in Schedule 1AB of the Act. Trading by non‐exempt shops is permitted on
Sundays and most public holidays in these locations



other areas of the state. Non‐exempt shops not in the areas listed above are prohibited
from trading on Sundays and most public holidays.

The boundaries of the south‐east Queensland area, seaside resorts and tourist areas are defined in
the 2017 Trading Hours Order. Issues with the definition of these areas are discussed in section 4.8 of
this report.
The Act prescribes separate trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops that sell hardware
(s 16E), motor vehicles and/or caravans (s 16EA). A ‘hardware shop’ is defined in the Act (s 16A) to
mean a shop the business of which is, wholly or partly, the supply of ‐
(a) construction material, tools, fittings and other appropriate products and equipment to –
i. builders, associated tradespeople, contractors or sub‐contractors engaged in the
building industry, or
ii. the general public, or
(b) similar products appropriate for home improvement purposes to the general public.
2.4.3

Protections for retail workers

Where non‐exempt shops are permitted to trade extended hours, the Act provides that work by
employees during those extended hours must be voluntary. The Act stipulates that a non‐exempt shop
employer must not require an employee to work during extended hours unless the employee has
freely agreed in writing to do so for a stated or indefinite period. 14
This provision does not apply if an award or industrial agreement provides arrangements for an
employee to refuse or agree to work extended hours. The Act states that an employee has not freely
elected to work extended hours if the employee is coerced, or if only because they have been rostered
on to work the extended hours.
The Act provides for penalties of 16 penalty units15 for a first offence and 20 penalty units for second
or later offences or failure to comply.
2.4.4

Other key provisions

Other key provisions of the Act deal with:


the powers and protections of inspectors (s 7 to 13)



extended trading hours in relation to Christmas trading (s 16F)



the closure of banks and insurance companies on bank holidays (s 20)



allowable trading hours for the Retail Shop Leases Act 1994 (s 20A)



trading hours orders (s 21 to s 31)



the Anzac Day public holiday for employees and permitted trading hours arrangements
(s 32 to s 36)



the prohibition of soliciting for business outside allowable trading hours (s 37)



injunctions (s 36C) and offences (s 39 to s 46)

14

Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, ss 36A, 36AA, 36B.

15

As at 1 July 2021, the value of a penalty unit is $137.85; Penalties and Sentences Regulation 2015, s 3;
Penalties and Sentences Act 1992, s 5A.
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a moratorium and trading hours arrangements for shops in the Mossman and Port Douglas
Tourist Area (s 56)



a general moratorium on trading hours orders and restrictions on making applications (59).

2.4.5

2017 amendments

The Act incorporates amendments made in 2017 following a significant review of the Act in 2016 by
the Trading Hours Reference Group (2016 Review). The group was chaired by Mr John Mickel,
Associate Professor with the School of Justice at the Queensland University of Technology and a
former Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. The focus of that review was to:


address irregularities in trading hours arrangements which exist across the state



consider challenges that small and large businesses, workers and the community faced in
relation to trading arrangements, and



consider effective ways to promote job creation and business growth.

On 1 March 2017, the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, Minister for Racing and
Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Hon Grace Grace MP, introduced the Trading (Allowable Hours)
Amendment Bill 2017 into the Legislative Assembly. The Bill implemented most of the reforms
recommended by the Trading Hours Reference Group.
According to the explanatory notes for the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Bill 2017, the Bill
sought to reduce restrictions on trading hours in Queensland, and the amendments it proposed
represented significant reform with substantial economic and employment benefits to Queensland.
Reducing restrictions on trading hours were consistent with the Queensland Government’s Economic
Framework and the government’s focus on growing a more innovative and productive economy to
facilitate private sector business growth and investment.16
The implementation of the reform measures was expected to:


increase gross state product by up to an estimated $79 million per year



support up to an additional 945 full‐time equivalent jobs



reduce regulatory burden on businesses, workers and consumers by replacing the 99
specific trading hour provisions for non‐exempt shops contained in over 40 pages of trading
hours’ orders with six legislated allowable trading hours provisions



bring the state’s trading hours further in line with other east coast states, enhancing the
competitiveness of Queensland’s retail and tourism industries



promote retail competition and lower prices for consumers



promote and enhance Queensland’s tourism industry; and provide adequate protections
for workers by requiring that any additional hours worked under extended hours are done
so voluntarily.17

In her explanatory speech when introducing the Bill, Minister Grace MP advised the Legislative
Assembly of the key reforms in the 2017 Bill:
The key proposed reforms in the bill will mean: allowable trading hours for non‐exempt shops under the
act will be extended in South‐East Queensland from 7 am to 9 pm Monday to Saturday, in line with the
decision by the QIRC in late 2016, and in regional Queensland from 7 am to 9 pm Monday to Friday and
7 am to 6 pm on Saturday. Trading hours for Sunday and public holiday trading will be standardised across
Queensland from 9 am to 6 pm. Those regional towns that currently do not have Sunday and public
16

Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Bill 2017, explanatory notes, p 1.

17

Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Bill 2017, explanatory notes, p 2.
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holiday trading will be able to opt into these trading hours through an application to the Queensland
Industrial Relations Commission. That situation does not change.
Special tourist areas such as Port Douglas will have access to extended trading hours that meet the needs
of domestic and international visitors. There will be provision for special trading hours’ applications to be
made for extended trading around international events, such as the Commonwealth Games. Trading
hours restrictions will be removed for butcher shops, special exhibitions and trade shows. All hardware
stores can open on Sundays from 6 am. Extended trading hours will apply in the period leading up to
Christmas for non‐exempt shops in all areas of the state, with trading to close from 6 pm on Christmas
Eve to allow retail workers to go home and be with their friends and family.
The employment thresholds at which independent retail shops become subject to the same trading
restrictions as larger non‐exempt shops will be lifted, from 20 to 30 employees on the floor in any one
shop and from 60 to 100 employees where a number of related shops are operated. This will remove a
current brake on employment and business expansion for smaller retail businesses; and the people of
Queensland will be able to buy cars and caravans on a Sunday.
In introducing these reforms, the government also recognises that changes to trading hours can have
impacts on retail workers and their families. That is why this bill includes protections for retail workers
that will make it an offence for an employer to require an employee to work the extended trading hours
that are being introduced unless the employee has freely elected to work those hours. This agreement
to work must be made in writing. The requirement for agreement applies to all hours which are being
extended by this amendment bill, not to Sundays and public holidays only.
The bill also amends the act to include the impact on employees as a new criterion for the QIRC to
consider in deciding trading hours applications. With the exception of applications in relation to
international events and any opt‐in applications for Sunday and public holiday trading, there will be a
five‐year moratorium on further trading hours applications to extend the allowable trading hours for non‐
exempt shops. The moratorium will provide a period of stability and certainty for all parties and put a
temporary end to the ongoing process and costs involved with retail organisations applying to the QIRC
for trading hours orders. A review of the new trading hours arrangements will be held prior to the end of
the moratorium period.18

Minister Grace moved further amendments during the Bill’s consideration in detail stage. These
amendments sought to make a number of changes, including:






adding the Cairns CBD and the Pacific Fair Shopping Centre to the defined tourist areas for
the purpose of core trading hours for non‐exempt shops
referring to the street addresses for the Westfield Chermside and Westfield Garden City
shopping centres by their street addresses rather than real property descriptions
clarifying that non‐exempt shops allowed to trade extended hours in the pre‐Christmas
period must close at 6pm on 24 December
maintaining trading hours arrangements in the Tourist and/or Seaside Resort areas which
allow trade on public holidays but not Sundays
amending the opening times to 8am Monday to Saturday for non‐exempt shops outside of
south east Queensland (excluding the Bill’s defined tourist areas and hardware shops) and
with the exception of the Townsville Tourist Area which remained at 7am Monday to
Friday.19

The Bill was passed by the Assembly with the amendments moved during consideration in detail on
22 August 2017.

18

Queensland Parliament, Record of Proceedings, 1 March 2017, p 384.

19

Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Bill 2017, Amendments moved by Hon Grace Grace MP, explanatory
notes, p 2.
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2.4.6

Administration of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990

The provisions of the Act are administered and enforced by industrial inspectors attached to the Office
of Industrial Relations (OIR) within the department. There are 11 industrial inspectors located in
Cairns, Townsville, Maroochydore and Brisbane.20
The department advised the committee that between August 2017 and October 2021 there were 59
investigations of matters pertaining to the Act. Through these investigations, 21 warnings were issued
by OIR inspectors, no prosecutions were commenced and there were no penalties applied. In addition,
the OIR fielded 1,040 telephone and email inquiries relating to operation of the Act during the period
from 2017 to the end of September 2021.21
Information about shop trading hours arrangements in Queensland is available from the Queensland
Government’s Business Queensland website,22 and the QIRC website.23

20

Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General, Department of Education, Office of Industrial Relations, public
briefing transcript, Brisbane, 15 November 2021, p 3.

21

Department of Education, correspondence dated 1 November 2021.

22

See www.business.qld.gov.au.

23

See www.qirc.qld.gov.au/tradinghours.
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3

Regulatory policy

This section discusses key policy settings for the regulatory framework for the regulation of retail
trading arrangements in Queensland. It also discusses the effectiveness of prescribing trading hours
in legislation and the impacts of regulation on the Queensland economy and regional communities.

3.1

The effectiveness of prescribing trading hours in legislation

One of the key challenges identified by the review of retail trading hours in 2016 was the complexity
of trading arrangements stemming from the reliance on the QIRC to set trading arrangements for
shops by order over the previous fifty years.
As noted by the report from that review:
The complexity associated with the QIRC setting hours is in part a result of being given the power to make
orders for non‐exempt shops by reference to opening and closing times, selling by wholesale or retail,
classes/types of non‐exempt shops and localities or parts of localities where non‐exempt shops are
located.24

The 2016 Review recommended the replacement of 99 specific trading hour provisions for non‐
exempt shops contained in trading hours orders issued by the QIRC with six legislated trading hours
provisions covering all non‐exempt shops in south east Queensland and in special tourism areas, for
extended trading hours arrangements prior to Christmas each year, and for hardware stores
throughout the state.25 These reforms were supported by a 5 year moratorium on further applications
being considered by the QIRC (s 59 of the Act). Issues related to the s 59 moratorium are discussed in
section 4.9 of this report.
Stakeholders’ views
Three submitters commented on the prescription of permitted trading hours in the Act. All were
supportive.
The SDA submitted that ‘now more than ever, permitted trading hours are effective to protect the
work‐life balance of retail workers and adequately support consumer needs for in‐store trading due
to 24/7 access online supporting the small percentage of customers who may desire to shop in
unsociable hours’.26
The SCCA submitted that prescribed trading hours for non‐exempt shops ‘has a significant flow on
effect for exempt shops, including in shopping centres’:
Our smaller/exempt tenants typically do not open unless an anchor‐tenant (i.e. a non‐exempt
supermarket, discount or department store) is able to, such that exemptions granted to benefit smaller
businesses (namely independent food and drink retailers, and supermarkets) are ineffectual and grant
unfair commercial advantages to their competitors and other exempt shops that do not compete for
market share or conditions.27

MGA submitted that prescribing permitted hours in legislation is ‘effective and required to limit the
market share of the ‘duopoly’ created by Coles and Woolworths and reduce detriment to independent
food and grocery stores and other small businesses’.28
24

John Mickel, Chair, Trading Hours Review Reference Group, December 2016, A Review of Queensland’s
Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, p 21.

25

John Mickel, Chair, Trading Hours Review Reference Group, December 2016, A Review of Queensland’s
Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, p 7.

26

Submission 18, p 4.

27

Submission 20, p 3.

28

Submission 6, p 16.
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Committee findings
The committee accepts that prescribing trading hours in legislation rather than allowing trading hours
to be fixed by orders made by the QIRC in response to applications, has helped to reduce localised
variations in trading arrangements and inconsistencies and complexities in the state’s retail trading
arrangements. The committee further accepts that this appears to have helped to achieve the objects
of the Act.

3.2

Effects of trading hours regulation on the Queensland economy and regional
communities

As noted above, Queensland’s retail sector generated turnover of $73.3 billion in 2020 and is the
state’s second largest employer behind the health sector.
Reforms identified in the 2016 Review and implemented in 2017 were expected to increase gross state
product and support additional jobs.
Stakeholders’ views
A number of submitters commented on the changes to trading hours arrangements implemented in
2017 following the 2016 Review. Some also questioned whether the expected economic and
employment benefits from those changes have been realised.29
According to the McKell Institute, ‘since trading hours were partially deregulated in 2017, Queensland
job growth in retail, and the overall economic activity in retail, has been on the same trendline as prior
to the reforms, reflecting no statistically significant impact on overall employment figures since the
reforms’.30 They also noted that the number of small retailers in Queensland has declined from above
13,000 in 2015 to under 10,000 in 2019, reflecting a growing concentration of the retail market in
Queensland in larger retailers.
The SDA disputed claims by larger supermarkets that expanding trading hours does not affect the
individually owned medium or small supermarkets and point to southern states as evidence.
According to SDA, ‘in those states, supermarkets are permitted to sell alcohol which can comprise in
excess of 40% of their weekly take. This is not the case in Queensland and much evidence has been
adduced by these smaller operators of significant, and at times terminal, loss of business when trading
hours have been expanded in an area’.31
The Queensland IGA Board told the committee that it can confirm that ‘almost all IGA retailers in SEQ
observed a statistically significant decline in turnover post deregulation of trading hours in 2017’.32
Based on the observations of its member businesses, the Queensland IGA Board recommended that
‘in non‐metro communities in SEQ, based on the lived experience of IGA retailers in those
communities, there is a good argument for the reintroduction of some trading hour restrictions, so
jobs and economic contribution in those communities is supported’.33
MGA disputed previous claims of job creation and economic growth given the emphasis of non‐
exempt retailers on developing trading models increasingly less reliant on employing staff (eg self‐
serve checkouts).34

29

McKell Institute, submission 16; MGA Independent Retailers, submission 6; Queensland IGA State Board,
submission 17.

30

Submission 16, p 6.

31

Submission 18, p 6.

32

Submission 17, p 2.

33

Submission 17, p 4.

34

Submission 6, p 4.
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Three submitters commented specifically on the impact of trading hours regulation on the state’s
economy.35
The CCIQ noted that ‘regional economies need more opportunities under the current conditions to
gain further economic benefits by meeting consumer expectations’.36
The CCIQ also commented that frustration surrounding retail trading hours in Queensland is common
during the Christmas and New Year period, and that ‘it is necessary that non‐exempt stores are able
to trade freely to leverage periods of peak economic demand as they see fit’.37
The CCIQ further stated that its consultations with business stakeholders across Queensland
confirmed that:
1. trading hour restrictions limit the attractiveness of the regions to tourists
2. large retailers opening attracts customer foot traffic
3. large businesses contribute greatly to employment opportunities
4. all businesses should be able to decide when and for how long they wish to open so long as
employees are freely willing to work
5. the legislation in its current form is far too complex and is not competitive.38
MGA noted the important role of trading hours regulation in protecting the interests of small
businesses.39 As noted by the Queensland Small Business Commissioner in her submission, most (97%)
Queensland businesses are small businesses which make a substantial contribution to employment
and the state’s economy.40
Many submissions commented on the variations in trading hours arrangements provided by s 16D of
the Act for non‐exempt shops in different regional areas, presenting polarised views on the economic
implications of retaining or expanding existing trading hours arrangements. A number of submitters
also noted the particular importance of extended trading hours to support tourism and tourist‐
focused local economies.
For example, the Mount Isa Tourism Association noted that differing trading hours across Queensland
creates confusion and frustration for tourists, and was concerned that ‘tourists will bypass Mount Isa
in favour of destinations with more favourable trading hours’ impacting on Mount Isa’s ‘ability to grow
its tourism industry, developing more products, offering training and employment opportunities’.41
The Member for Traeger, Robbie Katter MP, warned the committee that any changes to current
restrictions on Sunday and public holiday trading by major retailers in rural and regional areas would
undermine the viability of small businesses in the long‐term:
In rural and regional communities, where there are already limited retail options, this would lead to a
monopolisation of the market by the larger operators. It is my view, based on real‐life experience, that
this would further stifle development in the regions as opposed to advance it.42

35

Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland, submission 11; MGA Independent Retailers,
submission 6; Marc Fotsch‐Heatley, submission 24.

36

Submission 11, p 3.

37

Submission 11, p 5.

38

Submission 11, p 5.

39

Submission 6, p 26.

40

Submission 10, p 2.

41

Submission 4, p 1.

42

Submission 22, p 2.
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In Cairns, business and tourism stakeholders called for 24/7 trading for the Cairns central business
district to support tourism. Tourism Tropical North Queensland highlighted the importance of Cairns
as a destination for international tourists and to meet the expectations in regard to retail trading for
those tourists.43
The Ayr Chamber of Commerce provided a different perspective on the viability of extended trading
hours in rural communities such as Ayr:
…extended hours may work in larger cities but not in our rural community. Many family‐owned
businesses that open on weekends notice it is not even worthwhile opening, as many times it does not
pay for the running of the lights and air conditioning. We need to keep our local businesses as viable as
possible, keep our community vibrant and thriving.44

Similar sentiments were expressed by submitters and witnesses from independent retailers based in
Charters Towers and Mundingburra.45
The ARA submitted that further deregulation of trading hours is desperately needed in Queensland to
‘create jobs, keep local retail trade in the local community, and allow retailers greater flexibility to
choose when they open their doors to meet changing consumer behaviour’.46 The ARA argued that
removing the current trading hours restrictions ‘has the potential to drive incremental economic
activity, with a recent report by the Centre for International Economics estimating that an increase in
trading hours could generate an additional $200 million of economic activity in Queensland each
year’.47 The ARA also referred to the report of the Harper Review of national competition policy which
stated ‘regulation of trading hours should cease as it impedes competition and is not in the public
interest’.48 The issue of retail trading arrangements for non‐exempt shops in regional and rural
Queensland is discussed further at section 4.2 of the report.

Economic analysis

3.3

As noted in sections 2.1 and 2.2 above, the department provided to the committee an economic
analysis paper prepared by Queensland Treasury which investigated the potential impact of trading
hours on retail turnover and retail employment.49 The analysis sought to gauge the potential impacts
of trading hours on retail turnover over three distinct periods:


the five years prior to the September quarter of 2017 (before the introduction of trading hours
changes)



the period from the September quarter of 2017 to the December quarter of 2019 since the
legislated changes and prior to the COVID‐19 pandemic)



the period from the March quarter 2020 to the June quarter 2021 (capturing the current
performance of the sector compared with that immediately prior to the COVID‐19 crisis).

43

Mark Olsen, CEO, Tourism Tropical North Queensland, public hearing transcript, Cairns, 19 November 2021,
p 12.

44

Alissa Muir, President, Ayr Chamber of Commerce, public hearing transcript, Townsville, p 2.

45

Lance Birkett, Proprietor, Birkett Enterprises (Foodworks Fresh Supermarket, Charters Towers); Adam
Westbury, IGA Retailers, public hearing transcript, Townsville, pp 7‐11.

46

Submission 9, p 1.

47

Submission 9, p 1.

48

Submission 9, p 1.

49

Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021, Attachment 1: Queensland Retail
Trading Hours: Economic Analysis.
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The economic analysis made the following key points:
 Given a range of short and long‐term factors, including the unprecedented economic volatility
experienced in the context of COVID‐19, it is not possible to effectively isolate the effects of changes
in trading hours regulation from other broader economic trends impacting retail activity or
employment in Queensland over the period since the reforms were implemented.
 There is no clear evidence of any discernible change in quarterly retail turnover volume growth in the
periods before and subsequent to commencement of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 2017 [sic].
However, given the substantial changes in consumer spending patterns and economic activity more
broadly since that time, in particular due to the unprecedented impacts of COVID‐19, it is also not
possible to determine the extent to which outcomes in the sector may differ from what might have
occurred in the absence of the reforms.
 Consistent with national trends, significant structural changes in the retail sector over the past two
decades, including the shift to online retailing and the increasing use of technology, have constrained
retail employment growth in Queensland.
 More recently, the COVID‐19 pandemic and related restrictions have significantly disrupted consumer
spending patterns, with these impacts overshadowing other underlying drivers of growth.
 Overall, retail trade employment in South East Queensland and regional Queensland have generally
moved in line with each other (aside from short‐term fluctuations). Further, the trend in retail
employment growth, in both SEQ and regional Queensland, appears to have been broadly similar both
before and after the trading hours reform.50

Committee findings
The committee notes the perspectives of stakeholders about the effects of trading hours regulation
on the Queensland economy and on regional Queensland.
The committee accepts the analysis provided by the department that it is not possible to discern a
specific effect of trading hours regulation on the economy over the same period, and that economic
outcomes are influenced by a range of factors including, over the past two years, the impacts of the
COVID‐19 pandemic.
The committee was therefore unable to conclude how or to what extent the regulation of trading
hours has impacted regional communities or the Queensland economy. The committee notes
however that the interests of communities, retail businesses and all shoppers, including tourists, are
best served by having consistent trading hours arrangements in regions across the state, as far as is
practicable.
3.4

Deregulation (should trading hours arrangements be deregulated?)

In addition to impacts on the Queensland economy and regional Queensland, there are long‐standing
policy arguments for deregulating trading hours arrangements to maximise competition and
consumer choice. The Productivity Commission in its 2011 inquiry into the economic structure and
performance of Australia’s retail industry noted that the regulation of trading hours had been
described as ‘an institutionalised and rigid form of non‐price competition’ which is available only to
some retailers.51 The Commission also noted that ‘regulations restricting trading hours impinge on
consumer choice regarding when (and where) to shop, causing inconvenience’.52
50

Department of Education, correspondence dated 15 October 2021, Attachment 1: Queensland Retail
Trading Hours: Economic Analysis, p 1.

51

Bennett, R B, 1981, Regulation of Services: Retail Trading Hours, Bureau of Industry Economics, Working
Paper no. 21, Canberra.

52

Productivity Commission, Australian Government, 2011, Economic Structure and Performance of the
Australian Retail Industry – Inquiry report, p 279.
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To date a number of Australian jurisdictions (the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, the
Northern Territory, Tasmania and Victoria) have deregulated retail trading hours in line with these and
other review findings. Queensland, South Australian and Western Australian governments have
resolved to retain regulation of trading hours.
Significant reforms to trading hours legislation in Queensland, based on recommendations from the
2016 Review, commenced on 31 August 2017. For non‐exempt shops, the changes included the
extension and standardisation of trading hours in different areas of Queensland, and changes to
trading hours arrangements for tourist areas, special events and specific classes of shops.
Stakeholders’ views
Submitters and other stakeholders provided a range of conflicting arguments about further
deregulation of the state’s retail shop trading arrangements.
A number of submitters expressed their support for full deregulation of trading hours for a range of
reasons including to stimulate the economy, to provide flexibility for consumers and workers, as being
required because of population growth, as a solution to underemployment, to benefit the tourism and
retail sectors, and to help ‘bricks‐and‐mortar’ retailers to compete with online retail.53
Mr John Mickel who chaired the Trading Hours Review Reference Group for the 2016 Review, stated
that deregulation is necessary primarily because the current trading hours arrangements deny
consumers choice, but also because it results in price gouging by stores which are permitted to open
at certain times, denies employment opportunities to workers in the supply chain, and limits the
‘economic capability’ of locations where there are restricted trading hours.54
The SCCA submitted that it ‘supports the full deregulation of trading hours for non‐exempt shops,
except for maintaining restrictions on culturally significant days, similar to New South Wales and
Victoria in this regard.’ According to the SCCA:
…‘majors’/non‐exempt shops (i.e. Myer, David Jones, Big W, Target, Woolworths and Coles) are critical
to a shopping centre being able to feasibly open to trade, particularly given they serve as major
generators of customer foot traffic. Generally, if these non‐exempt shops are unable to open, this makes
it less feasible for a shopping centre to be able to open and trade due to relatively lower customer traffic,
which fails to benefit the smaller, or ‘specialty’, retailers within the centre.55

The NRA submitted that while its preferred position is ‘that the State Government would revisit the
Mickel reforms and implement them in full as it originally intended’ the NRA stated that it understands
‘that the political reality is that the Government must balance the competing interests of various
parties in this matter. Therefore, we believe the best option for the State Government at this point is
to leave the Trading (Allowance Hours) Act as it is, with no amendment’.56
A number of submitters opposed further deregulation.
The Member for Traeger, Robbie Katter MP, told the committee that he is ‘of the firm belief that an
entirely deregulated trading hours model, such as in Victoria, simply would not work for regional and
rural Queensland and in the long‐term would be to its detriment’.57

53

Nicholas Lloyd, submission 1; Andrew Aschman, submission 2; Australian Retailers Association,
submission 9; John Mickel, public hearing transcript, Brisbane, 25 October 2021, p 2.

54

Public hearing transcript, Brisbane, 25 October 2021, pp 1‐5.

55

Submission 20, p 3.

56

Submission 21, p 2.

57

Submission 22, p 1.
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MGA told the committee it ‘continues to oppose any deregulated model of trading hours for
Queensland’58 as it would ‘result in significant detrimental effect on town centres, local communities,
employment opportunities and competition within the grocery retail sector’.59
The Queensland IGA Board also opposed further deregulation, citing advice provided by Professor
Fabrizio Carmignani of Griffith University. The Board noted the key finding of Professor Carmignani
that ‘trading hour deregulation causes job losses and loss of economic contribution in communities’.60
Other submitters argued against deregulation on the basis that there is a lack of public support for it.
The McKell Institute submitted that there is ‘no demonstrable public appetite for further trading hours
reform in Queensland’61 and that ‘there is no evidence that there will be a significant gain to
employment that results from the deregulation of trading hours. This reflects the economic reality
that, for trading hour deregulation to lead to an increase in employment, a significant increase in
demand needs to occur. There is currently no evidence that expanded trading hours fundamentally
shift the demand/supply dynamic in Queensland retail, or retail elsewhere in Australia’.62 The Institute
further advised the committee:
…the core arguments in favour of trading hour deregulation do not have basis in empirical fact.
Fundamentally, the liberalisation of trading hours disproportionately impacts small businesses in the
state, while advantaging larger retailers ‐ especially the major supermarket chains. The decline of small
retail businesses has been evident in Queensland over the past five years, with this trend likely to increase
should further liberalisation of Queensland's trading hours occur.63

The SDA submitted that it ‘has always believed there is no genuine need or overwhelming desire by
customers to see trading hours in Queensland extended further’ and that it is ‘especially not convinced
that desire has appeared or increased in light of the recent migration to online shopping platforms.
When surveyed, 96.18% of our members believe customers have enough choice to shop within the
current trading hours and the availability of online ‘click and collect’.64
The CCIQ submitted that while ‘full deregulation remains a contentious issue for businesses across
Queensland’, it believes that ‘taking the opportunity to improve the current regulation is the most
beneficial course of action’.65 The CCIQ submitted that evidence collected in its consultations has
‘strongly indicated that trading hour restrictions limit the attractiveness of the regions to tourists and
community accessibility’ and that ‘businesses should be able to decide to open so long as employees
are freely willing to work, which is a view that is supported by CCIQ’.66
A number of submitters urged that the small business, employment and economic benefits of any
further deregulation need to be carefully considered.
The Queensland Small Business Commissioner told the committee that any change to trading hours
regulation ‘should give consideration to how it may affect the competitive advantage of small and
independent businesses, help small businesses recover from the impacts of the COVID‐19 pandemic,
and whether it will enhance the overall operating conditions for small businesses in Queensland’.67
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The Queensland Small Business Commissioner also suggested that ‘broader regulatory reform should
consider how trading hours influence the overall operating environment for small business’.68
The McKell Institute urged that policymakers be cognisant that ‘any reform aimed at disadvantaging
online retailers as a means of artificially creating more demand for brick and mortar premises
would…disproportionately affect small business owners in Queensland’.69 The Institute also warned
that ‘arguments in favour of deregulating Queensland's trading hours regime as a means of stimulating
job creation fail to recognise the already strong performance of the Queensland economy, and its
sustained low levels of unemployment’.70
Similarly, SDA cautioned that ‘a failure to support small businesses by protecting their competitive
advantage of unrestricted trading is likely to lead to a complete concentration of the market in
Australia’71 and that ‘any consideration of ‘employment’ should not simply question if someone might
gain retail work, but also examine the extent of the hours worked / gained or whether such
employment is meaningful in terms of being sustainable and ongoing’.72
The Queensland IGA Board submitted that it ‘believes the committee can have no confidence
deregulation of trading hours increases employment or economic contribution to local communities
in Queensland’.73
Views of the department
Mr Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General, Department of Education, Office of Industrial
Relations, observed that ‘there is no real consensus on options for trading hours reform’ and that:
…the submissions overall have not presented any particular unexpected information, with longstanding
positions being adopted on most issues to do with extending or not extending trading hours. While the
interested stakeholders have presented genuine arguments and their genuine positions for change or no
change, it is my view that much of their positions have been made on assumptions which are difficult to
test or prove or are more in the vein of aspirational statements. I do acknowledge the lived experience
told by business owners and worker representatives to the committee. If the committee recalls,
Queensland Treasury also had difficulty in definitively establishing some of the cause and effect of trading
hours on economic indicators, economic data.74

Committee findings
The committee has not identified a need, or demand for, radical deregulation of retail trading
arrangements in Queensland, but rather a need for some fine tuning of provisions in the Act.
The committee believes any future changes to retail trading arrangements need to be designed and
implemented so as to minimise adverse impacts on smaller businesses and regional communities, and
implemented incrementally to allow business owners time to adapt to a new retail environment.
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4

Operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990

The following section discuss issues raised by stakeholders about the general operation and
performance of provisions of the Act and how, in practice, different provisions are contributing to the
objects of the Act. It also discusses the impact of the existing framework for the regulation of trading
hours. These issues relate to the second part of the inquiry terms of reference.
Few submissions specifically addressed the impact of the existing framework and instead focussed on
the effects of individual provisions and possible amendments to improve them. A number of
submissions discussed the policy that underpins the Act and the central arguments about the benefits
or costs associated with further deregulation of retail trading arrangements. These issues are
discussed in section 3.4.
As a general comment on the operation of the Act, the AWU suggested in its submission that there is
no well‐founded reason for changing the Act as the provisions of the Act ‘already provide an
appropriate balance between the interests of retailers, retail workers, shoppers and other
stakeholders in the regional towns and cities where we have retail members’.75
Several submitters noted the difficult business environment for retailers during the COVID–19
pandemic, and how business operating conditions have changed.
The CCIQ noted that restrictions attributed to the COVID‐19 pandemic have created many difficulties
for Queensland small businesses:
Enforced lockdowns and covid restrictions, no international tourism and an increase in the use of
eCommerce has greatly impacted our economy and communities.76

These concerns were echoed by the Queensland Small Business Commissioner who noted that ‘more
than 60% of the commercial leasing disputes lodged with the QSBC have been made by businesses
that are ‘exempt shops’ under the Act – suggesting that small and independent retailers have been
heavily impacted by the COVID‐19 emergency, resulting in sharp declines in turnover and reduced
profitability’.77
Submitters also noted the growth in online shopping and possible impacts on the effectiveness of the
protections provided by the Act for the rights of retail workers outside of ‘bricks and mortar’
retailing.78 As noted earlier in this report at section 2.2, online shopping is a rapidly growing segment
of the retail industry.

4.1

Special events

Section 5 of the Act provides for the QIRC to decide on an application and declare a unique or
infrequent event of local, state or national significance to be a ‘special event’. Such a declaration
enables non‐exempt shops operating within a specified area for an event which is declared to be a
‘special event' to operate as exempt shops, for the declared period.
The report of the 2016 Review recommended a number of additions to the list of exempt shops which
may trade without any trading hours restrictions. They included ‘shops operating within a designated
area around and during international special events (e.g. Commonwealth Games) and for local
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festivals’ and that an application for special event or local festival status and the designated area be
made to the QIRC for determination.79
In deciding on an application for an event to be declared a 'special event', the QIRC must consider:


the cultural, religious or sporting significance of the event, and



the significance of the event to the economy and tourism industry.80

Since 2017, during the moratorium period, the QIRC has decided on 23 ‘special event’ applications, as
follows:


Weipa Fishing Classic ‐ 3 to 5 September 2021



Mount Isa Mines Rodeo ‐ 12 to 15 August 2021



Charters Towers Show ‐ 25 to 27 July 2021



Burdekin Show ‐ 23 June 2021



Bowen Show ‐ 22 June 2021



Proserpine Show ‐ 18 to 19 June 2021



Mount Isa Show ‐ 18 to 20 June 2021



Chinchilla Show ‐ 21 to 22 May 2021



RockyNats ‐ 3 to 5 April 2021



BrisAsia Festival ‐ 1 to 28 February 2021 – application dismissed



Australian Football League Grand final ‐ 24 to 25 October 2020



Toowoomba Carnival of Flowers ‐ 18 to 27 September 2020



Brisbane Festival ‐ 4 to 26 September 2020



Townsville 400 ‐ 29 to 30 August 2020



Toowoomba Royal Show ‐ 26 to 28 March 2020



Gold Coast 600 Motor Race ‐ 25 to 27 October 2019



Brisbane Festival ‐ 5 to 29 September 2019



Mount Isa Rotary Rodeo – 5 August 2019



Ayr / Burdekin Annual Show ‐ 26 June 2019



Chinchilla Melon Festival ‐ 1 February 2019



Christmas trading at Westfield Chermside and Westfield Garden City on 20 and
21 December 2018 – application dismissed



Mount Isa Rotary Rodeo ‐ 17 July 2018



Commonwealth Games ‐ 13 December 2017.

A summary of the details of the 23 applications for a declaration of a special event under s 5 of the
Act which have been made since 2017 was provided to the inquiry by the Department of Education
(see Appendix D of this report).
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Key points about the applications and the decisions by the QIRC include:


The NRA made all of the 23 applications for declarations of special events except for the
application for the 2021 RockyNats event in April 2021 which applied to only a single
business which made its own application.



Two applications were dismissed – the application for Christmas trading at Westfield
Chermside and Westfield Garden City on 20 and 21 December 2018 because the QIRC was
not convinced that the special event status was applicable to the event, and the BrisAsia
Festival 2021 because the QIRC was not convinced that the event in question was significant
to the economy and the tourism industry.



Five decisions made declarations for a smaller geographic area than was sought in the
applications by the NRA.



For many of the applications, the SDA/AWA requested that the QIRC vigorously assess the
applications in regard to the significance of the event, ie that the event ‘is a unique or
infrequent event of local, state or national significance’. Other issues raised related to
limiting the range of trading hours, the geographic scope, and the necessity for trading
hours to be extended for non‐exempt shops.



For most applications, the SDA/AWU requested that any order made by the QIRC express
the importance of voluntary work during extended trading hours, as prescribed by s 36B of
the Act.



Over the period since 2017, the QIRC’s decisions have varied in response to the requests for
special event declarations to order that employers must not require employees to work
during the extended hours unless they have freely elected to do so.

Stakeholders’ views
While some submitters considered ‘special event’ declarations have worked well to balance the needs
of retailers, employees, customers and visitors to a town or region for an event,81 others saw little
benefit and suggested amending or removing this provision from the Act.
The McKell Institute advised that its analysis has shown that in each of the local areas where extended
trading hours have been granted around major events, there has been no discernible improvement in
local employment outcomes.82 The McKell Institute contended that ‘special events’ ‘should be
restricted to those events where there will be a period of abnormally high economic activity, such as
the 2018 Commonwealth Games. In the absence of that, it is difficult to justify temporarily changing
the legal status of shops’.83
The SDA submitted that ‘special event’ declarations since 2017 have shown that non‐exempt shops
(large retailers) did not experience the benefits expected. The SDA stated that a majority of workers
at these stores in these locations have reported that customer traffic remained the same or decreased
during the period of the declared special event and that most workers did not want to work the
extended hours.84
The SDA further stated that:


the Act is deficient in not providing guidance for considerations by the QIRC of ‘special
event’ applications, such as the necessity for extended hours during the period, the impact
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on employees, a correlation between the shop making the application and the event, and
whether previous special event declarations have been beneficial


the 2016 Review recommendations were not intended to include all special events (rather
only significant or international) and were not intended to make all non‐exempt shops in
locations near an event free from trading regulations



‘special event’ declarations do not prevent workers from being required to work extended
hours without the protections of s 36B(1) of the Act. (SDA noted that QIRC has recently
determined that it does not have the jurisdictional ability to apply this protection to the
declarations.)85

The SDA also submitted that s 5(1)(c) should be removed from the Act to protect the legislated
permitted hours from being undermined by frequent applications for alternative hours without
merit.86 Similarly, MGA stated that it ‘supports that the QIRC should assess such considerations
‘vigorously’ and that applications under section 5 of the Act should not become a procedural step to
permit non‐exempt stores to ‘opt in’ to extended trading hours’.87
The Queensland Small Business Commissioner also proposed that the ‘special event’ assessment
criteria be reviewed and amended to more holistically assess whether a special event’s economic
benefits will flow throughout the local business community, not just to major retailers.88
Some submitters claimed that the ‘special event’ application process was slow and costly, and
suggested that QIRC decisions on applications should be made and communicated in a timely manner
so that small and independent retailers have time to take advantage of any potential benefits.89 For
example, the Queensland Small Business Commissioner stated that decisions on applications for
‘special events’ should be ‘made and communicated in a timely manner, to ensure that small and
independent retailers have sufficient time in advance to plan and take advantage of the potential
economic benefits’.90 The Commissioner suggested that common types of ‘special event’ applications
received by the QIRC be identified, and a streamlined approval process for reoccurring events to
reduce administrative burden be considered.91
Views of the department
The department provided the following information about the QIRC’s decisions in relation to requests
for orders to include voluntary employment conditions:
The SDA have relied on the precedent set in the decision of DP Swan in the first declaration made for the
Commonwealth Games. The SDA also reasoned that the Commission has the power to make ancillary
orders to implement any declaration.
NRA has not taken a position in opposition to this and generally commits to voluntary employment in
each of its applications.
The Commission in early applications imposed a voluntary employment order as part of its declaration
(e.g. Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games, Chinchilla Melon Festival 2019, Mount Isa Rotary Rodeo
2019, Brisbane Festival 2019 and Gold Coast 600 Motor Race 2019) referencing the provisions of section
36B of the Trading Hours Act.
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A change of attitude by the Commission is evident in the 2020 applications (commencing with the
Toowoomba Royal Show 2020 decision) where the Commission’s power to make an order for voluntary
employment in respect of a declaration is questioned by the Commission itself resulting in refusal to make
such an order as part of a declaration. The Toowoomba Royal Show 2020 decision has been relied on by
the Commission in subsequent applications.
In more recent applications decided in 2021 (commencing with the Chinchilla Show 2021 decision) the
Commission has continued to state its position that it does not consider it has the power to impose
voluntary employment conditions in section 5 [of] the Trading Hours Act special event declarations. In
several of these decisions the Commission has gone on to state that the provisions of section 36B the
Trading Hours Act prescribing voluntary employment only, do apply to work during the period of a special
event declaration (e.g. Chinchilla Show 2021, Proserpine Show 2021, Mt Isa Show 2021, Burdekin Show
2021, Mt Isa Mines Rodeo 2021 and Weipa Fishing Classic 2021).92

In response to the issues associated with s 5 ‘special event’ applications raised by the SDA, the
department acknowledged that ‘there is some merit in looking at that provisions of s 5 and some merit
in looking at the definitions and the meanings of a significant event and the requirements for lodging
an application in terms of the evidence that should be brought forward’.93
Committee findings
With the trading hours of shops in Queensland being regulated, ‘special event’ declarations provide a
useful mechanism to extend the trading hours of non‐exempt shops in a location when a unique,
infrequent and significant event is being held. The committee’s examination of the 23 applications for
a declaration of a ‘special event’ made to date highlighted that there is a need to ensure that
declarations of ‘special events’ by the QIRC are only made for significant and major events that
warrant extended trading hours for non‐exempt shops.
The committee believes that important local cultural events contribute to the fabric and economy of
regional communities. However, the committee considers there may not always be a necessity for
extended trading for large non‐exempt retailers during these events.
The committee recommends the Act be amended to refine the process for the consideration of
‘special event’ applications by the QIRC to ensure the requirement under s 5(1)(c) of the Act that a
declared ‘special event’ is, in fact, ‘a unique or infrequent event of local, State or national significance’.
The list of considerations in s 5(3)(a) of the Act should be expanded to include the following additional
considerations for the QIRC to examine when deciding whether to declare an event to be a ‘special
event’:


additional factors which indicate the significance of the event, such as attendance numbers,
size of the event, media coverage, contribution to the state’s national and/or international
reputation, and its unique or infrequent nature



whether there is a necessity for non‐exempt shops to trade as exempt shops during the
period of the special event.
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Recommendation 1
The committee recommends the Act be amended to refine the process for consideration of ‘special event’
applications by the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission, to ensure the requirement under section
5(1)(c) of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 that an event declared a ‘special event’ is, in fact, ‘a unique
or infrequent event of local, State or national significance’. The list of considerations in section 5(3)(a) of the
Act should be expanded to include the following additional considerations the Commission is required to
examine when deciding whether to declare an event to be a ‘special event’:



additional factors which indicate the significance of the event, such as attendance numbers, size of
the event, media coverage, contribution to Queensland’s national and international reputation, and
its unique or infrequent nature



whether there is a necessity for non‐exempt shops to trade as exempt shops during the period of the
special event.

Trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops in regional and rural areas

4.2

One of the more contentious aspects of the operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 raised
during the inquiry has been the effect of s 16D of the Act on non‐exempt shops in regional and rural
communities. This issue was discussed briefly in section 3.2 of this report.
For trading hours arrangements, s 16D effectively divides non‐exempt shops located outside of the
south‐east Queensland area, designated tourist areas and seaside resorts into two groups:


shops in a Schedule 1AB area – that are permitted to trade on Sundays and public holidays



shops in other areas ‐ that are not permitted to trade on Sundays and public holidays.

These arrangements are set out in Table 2 below.
Table 2 Trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops in Schedule 1AB areas and Other areas
Schedule 1AB area

Other areas

Monday to Friday

8am – 9pm

8am – 9pm

Saturday

8am – 6pm

8am – 6pm
Including Easter Saturday

9am – 6pm
other than closed days

n/a
other than closed days and Easter
Saturday

Sunday & public holidays

Source: see Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, s 16D.

The permitted trading hours are the same for non‐exempt shops in both categories of areas except
that non‐exempt shops in ‘other areas’ are not permitted to trade on Sundays or public holidays.
Stakeholders’ views
Stakeholders were divided on the impacts of the restrictions on Sunday and public holiday trading
hours for non‐exempt shops in affected areas, and whether the restrictions should continue.
The NRA noted the background to the restrictions in its submission:
…due to resistance from the Opposition and minor parties, the Government was not able to implement
all the reforms recommended by the Mickel Review, particularly as they applied to regional Queensland.
As a result of this, a watered‐down version of the proposed reforms was passed through the Parliament,
which meant that consumers in a small number of regional centres continue to be denied access to
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Sunday and public holiday shopping, and the employment and economic benefits that have repeatedly
been demonstrated to flow from that.94

The ARA recommended that, at a minimum, there be ‘a further relaxation of the policy settings that
currently prohibit extended trade in regional, rural and remote communities in Queensland’ and ‘one
of the areas of most concern under the current regime is that non‐exempt retailers in regional areas
must remain closed on Sundays and public holidays’.95 The ARA noted that these restrictions would
remain in place even if the current moratorium were lifted. According to the ARA, ‘reducing these
regulatory barriers to trade would provide more choice and flexibility for Queensland consumers,
particularly in regional areas, and keep local retail trade in the local community’.96
The SCCA noted that there is strong support for further trading hours reform in regional areas which
are lagging when compared to south east Queensland and other jurisdictions, and that ‘72 percent of
Queenslanders in these areas, support further trading hours reform, with only 19 percent opposed’.97
The SCCA further noted that the current trading hours regime has ‘created inequality of access to
goods and services between certain regional LGAs when compared to SEQ’ and that it is ‘unaware of
any evidence that suggests that this policy discrepancy is justified’.98 According to the SCCA:
This inequity of access extends to delineating between the merits of servicing tourists (where economic
arguments and community sentiment has prevailed with respect to the Mossman and Port Douglas
Tourist Area) vs. shift workers (who would stand to benefit from similar such concessions) and indeed
the wishes of local communities. It is also fair to contrast Mt Isa with Gympie in that they have similar
populations, but the population of the former has less ready access to shops.99

Business and tourist groups also supported the removal of Sunday and public holiday trading
restrictions as provided for by s 16D.
Aldi Stores submitted that the current restrictions impact its Kingaroy store which is the only store in
the 571‐store Aldi network that cannot operate 7 days a week.100
In Mount Isa, which has a population of 20,000 and is the state’s largest city covered by the s 16D
restrictions, the local tourism peak body, Mount Isa Tourism, submitted that Sunday trading
restrictions on non‐exempt businesses impact on Mount Isa’s economy by having trading hours
different to other places which causes confusion and frustration for tourists.101
Mount Isa Tourism also noted that the exempt convenience shops that are permitted to trade on
Sundays and public holidays ‘do not offer all goods and necessities that are reasonably expected to be
available to consumers’102 and that ‘there is no longer an exempt store with the capacity to offer
everything a tourist would expect to purchase to further enable their travels’.103 Mount Isa Tourism
also stated that guided bus operators who offer onboard catering ‘find it problematic arriving into
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Mount Isa on a Saturday or Sunday as the supplies they require for such a large group are difficult to
get’.104
Commerce North West provided the findings of a community and business survey with over 1,400
respondents which indicated that 80.03% of businesses support the relaxation of Sunday trading
restrictions on large retailers in Mount Isa. In relation to community support, Commerce North West
submitted that 80.64% of residents supported Sunday trade and 89.63% indicated they would find
Sunday trading convenient.105
According to Mount Isa Tourism, ‘tourists will bypass Mount Isa in favour of destinations with more
favourable trading hours (eg Katherine, Alice Springs in the NT) which will impact the development of
the city’s tourism industry’.106 They further argued there is a need to bring trading hours into line with
community expectations.
The Mount Isa City Council also supported the removal of the trading restrictions for non‐exempt
shops:
General feedback from tourism, hospitality and accommodation venues is that the visitors who frequent
their businesses are surprised that for a major service centre for the outback, 7‐day trading is not
available. Access to food provisions and goods on a Sunday has been identified by the Mount Isa Tourism
Association as an important value add to encourage tourists to the region which supports the growth and
visitation to various environmental and cultural tourism attractions being promoted. A greater array of
shopping and related services provides better incentives for extended visitor experiences, resulting in
increasing length of stays and greater access to the tourism dollar.107

and:
Mount Isa is the service centre for as many as 100 beef producing businesses or cattle stations within a
300‐kilometre radius (some are over a million acres in size and have large seasonal staff quotas).
Extended Sunday trading could improve the quality of life for rural industry employees by opportunities
to enjoy a Saturday night entertainment stayover and shopping trip combination. Mount Isa has regular
live music events, cinemas, fine dining, 12 race meetings a year, and annual major events like the Mount
Isa Rodeo, Mount Isa Fishing Classic, camp draft events, and the Mailman Express. Motel businesses in
Mount Isa report low weekend occupancy rates, Sunday trading may assist both businesses and travellers
to obtain better occupancy rates and add extra incentives for travellers to stay longer.108

A number of submitters argued strongly against the removal of current trading restrictions for exempt
shops in rural and regional areas.
The Member for Traeger, Robbie Katter MP, submitted that ‘the ban on Sunday, and public holiday,
trading for major retailers in regional communities provides crucial trading opportunities to small
businesses who are otherwise constantly out‐competed and undermined by the buying power of
major corporations such as Woolworths and Coles’109 and that in rural and regional communities,
where there are already limited retail options, ‘this would lead to a monopolisation of the market by
the larger operators’ which Mr Katter argued ‘would further stifle development in the regions as
opposed to advance it’.110
MGA submitted that the restrictions should not be removed on the basis that ‘any further extension
of trading hours for non‐exempt stores would undermine the 2015 decisions by the QIRC concerning
104
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Mount Isa and Goondiwindi, and the 2011 decision concerning Warwick’.111 MGA further submitted
that:
…these decisions support that a state‐wide approach to expanding trading hours for non‐exempt stores
will not advance the interests of the regional communities, particularly with any extension to Sunday
trading hours. MGA submits that this should be pertinent to the inquiry, in particular findings that
regional areas have unique retail expectations and do not require any extension to trading hours for non‐
exempt stores.112

The committee also heard from store owners who would be impacted by any removal of the current
trading restrictions for non‐exempt shops in their towns.
Lance and Danny Birkett of Charters Towers submitted that allowing Woolworths to trade on Sundays
and public holidays, would have a significant effect on their trade, income, and employment
requirements, as well as their ability to keep supporting local sporting groups and clubs. They further
submitted that changing the trading hours for ‘giant’ companies would put an end to the way of life
in a small country town.113
Ms Narelle Jones told the committee leaving Sunday and public holidays open only to small business
‘gives us a chance to improve our sales. It is hard to compete with major corporations that can sell
their products at a much cheaper price, so having a few days where we have a chance is vital for our
survival’.114
Griffith’s Pharmacy at Charters Towers told the committee:
…there is not an available workforce to support extended trading hours trading days. Already, I have great
difficulty recruiting a suitable workforce to cover the basic needs of my extremely busy pharmacy. Any
extension of trading hours risks exacerbating these workforce shortages across all small business in rural
towns. …Our hard working staff require the weekends and evenings to rest and recover.115

Committee findings
The committee notes the views of stakeholders that there appears to be compelling arguments for
and against the retention of current restrictions on Sunday and public holiday trading for non‐exempt
shops in some areas located outside of the south east Queensland area, designated tourist areas and
seaside resorts.

4.3

Core trading hours for non‐exempt shops

Permitted trading hours were prescribed in the Act following the 2016 Review. This was to replace the
99 specific trading hours provisions for non‐exempt shops contained in orders issued by the QIRC with
legislated allowable trading hours for all non‐exempt shops in specified areas of Queensland, and to
provide for extended trading hours before Christmas each year. The 2016 Review intended that the
revised framework would reduce the regulatory burden and complexity of Queensland’s existing
trading hours regime at the time, and ‘allow retailers greater flexibility to set their hours to best service
consumer demand and grow their business’.116
Section 16D of the Act prescribes the core trading hours for non‐exempt shops other than hardware
shops and shops selling motor vehicles or caravans (larger supermarkets and department stores). Shop
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retail trading arrangements are prescribed in s 16D according to whether a non‐exempt shop is in the
south east Queensland area, a tourist area, a Schedule 1AB area, a seaside resort or any other area.
Table 3 below shows the core trading hours that apply under s 16D.
Table 3 Core trading hours for non‐exempt shops in Queensland
Day

Opening time

Closing time

Monday to Friday

7am

9pm

Saturday

7am

9pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

Monday to Friday

6am

10pm

Saturday

7am

10pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

7am

9pm

South‐east Queensland area

Tourist area

Schedule 1AB area
Monday to Friday

(a) if the shop is in
the Townsville Tourist
9pm
Area— 7am
(b) otherwise—8am

Saturday

8am

6pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

Monday to Friday

8am

9pm

Saturday

8am

6pm

Sunday

n/a

n/a

Public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

8am

9pm

Saturday, including Easter Saturday (the day after Good Friday) 8am

6pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days and Easter
Saturday (the day after Good Friday)

n/a

Seaside resort

Other area
Monday to Friday

n/a

Source: see Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, s 16D.

Stakeholders’ views
Non‐exempt shops in the south east Queensland area have some of the least restrictive trading hours
arrangements, and few submitters raised specific issues about the region’s trading hours.
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The SDA commented that:
With the availability of online shopping, assistance from initiatives such as ‘click and collect’ and some
83+ hours of available shopping time spread over 7 days a week, we are left to wonder at what point
these customers would cease to be ’time‐poor’.117

MGA noted that the extension of trading hours arrangements during the week and at weekends which
apply to non‐exempt shops resulted in ‘a significant loss of sales for independent food and grocery
stores’.118
Six submitters commented on the need to harmonise and/or streamline trading hours.
The CCIQ noted that there is ‘strong support from business to improve regulation as it stands to
achieve greater simplicity and consistency’119 and that this could be achieved by simplifying retail
trading regulation areas and consolidating to a single set of trading hours across weekdays, Saturday,
Sunday, and public holidays, having two discrete categories of shops, exempt and non‐exempt, and
simplifying and streamlining the exemption process to improve participation.120
The Queensland Small Business Commissioner broadly supported ‘the streamlining and simplification
of trading hours to make it easier for small businesses and consumers to navigate’.121
The SCCA submitted that the government should ‘amend the Act to harmonise prescribed Sunday and
public holiday trading hours, effectively bringing all regional local government areas (LGAs) in line with
South‐East Queensland (SEQ)’.122
MGA questioned the benefits of harmonisation of trading hours across the state, and submitted that
‘the concept of ‘harmonisation’ is always only characterised as achievable by increasing trading hours
for non‐exempt stores and never by non‐exempt stores suggesting a reduction in their operating
hours’.123
Two submitters124 noted the importance of ensuring flexibility during the COVID pandemic. The ARA
recommended that ‘policy settings that supported flexible trading hours through the pandemic be
maintained, as the retail sector continues to emerge from lockdown’.125
Committee findings
The committee notes the views of stakeholders that the Act needs to be simplified. The committee
has considered the various perspectives of stakeholders and their suggestions about the trading hours
set by the Act. The committee believes further simplification and harmonisation of trading hours
would be beneficial, building on the work of the 2017 changes.
The committee recommends the categories for non‐exempt shops core trading hours (which are
defined by their location, under s 16D) be reduced from the current 5 categories to 4:



South‐east Queensland area (unchanged)
Tourist area (amended to include the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area – see section
4.10 of this report)
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Regional area (renaming the category ‘Schedule 1AB areas’)



Other area (combining ‘Seaside resorts’ as currently defined in the 2017 trading hours
order, and ‘Any other area’, with the core trading hours for this new category being as
currently prescribed for ‘Seaside resorts’).

The committee proposes that the boundaries of these areas would continue to be as defined in the
2017 Trading Hours Order, according to s 16A of the Act. Table 4 sets out the trading hours for the 4
categories of non‐exempt shops proposed by the committee.
The committee’s recommendation is intended to harmonise the prescribed core trading hours for
non‐exempt shops in some regional areas, to improve access, choice and flexibility for consumers and
equity for retailers in similar locations, and as requested by a significant proportion of stakeholders,
to simplify and reduce confusion among retailers and consumers about trading hours.
The committee notes that for the shops currently in the ‘any other area’ category under s 16D of the
Act, whose core trading hours would change to permit trade on public holidays (other than closed
days) under the committee’s proposal, the core trading hours set out in the Act are allowable trading
hours, and not compulsory.
The committee appreciates that the proposal to combine only the categories of ‘seaside resort’ and
‘any other area’ as currently prescribed in s 16D into a new category, ‘Other area’, rather than creating
a broader category encompassing locations in ‘schedule 1AB area’, is an incremental change.
Table 4 Recommended core trading hours for non‐exempt shops in Queensland
Day

Opening time

Closing time

Monday to Friday

7am

9pm

Saturday

7am

9pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

Monday to Friday

6am

10pm

Saturday

7am

10pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

7am

9pm

South‐east Queensland area

Tourist area

Regional area
Monday to Friday

(a) if the shop is in
the Townsville Tourist
9pm
Area— 7am
(b) otherwise—8am

Saturday

8am

6pm

Sunday and public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

Monday to Friday

8am

9pm

Saturday

8am

6pm

Sunday

n/a

n/a

Public holidays, other than closed days

9am

6pm

Other area
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The committee’s recommendation is partly based on the fact that the committee was not able to
consult with the communities in every regional town to hear their views on trading hours in all of these
places. The committee expects that individual communities will have views on the core trading hours
category that best matches their needs.
In the event that towns in the new ‘Other area’ category wish to alter their trading hours to those
operating in the ‘Regional area’ category in the future, this may occur by making an application under
s 21 of the Act to the QIRC to independently assess the change. The committee considers that this is
the appropriate approach moving forward.
Recommendation 2
The committee recommends the categories for non‐exempt shops core trading hours (which are defined by
their location, under section 16D) be reduced to 4 categories:

4.4



South‐east Queensland area (unchanged)



Tourist area (amended to include the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area)



Regional area (renaming the category ‘Schedule 1AB areas’)



Other area (combining ‘Seaside resorts’ as defined in the 2017 Trading Hours Order, and ‘Any other
area’, with the core trading hours for this new category being as currently prescribed for ‘Seaside
resorts’).

Shops selling hardware, motor vehicles or caravans

The Act prescribes specific trading hours arrangements for non‐exempt shops that sell hardware (s
16E) and shops that sell motor vehicles or caravans (s 16EA).
A ‘hardware shop’ is defined in the Act (s 16A) to mean ‘a shop the business of which is, wholly or
partly, the supply of ‐
(a) construction material, tools, fittings and other appropriate products and equipment to –
i. builders, associated tradespeople, contractors or sub‐contractors engaged in the
building industry, or
ii. the general public, or
(b) similar products appropriate for home improvement purposes to the general public’.
Stakeholders’ views
Four submitters addressed the retail trading arrangements for hardware stores and shops selling
motor vehicles or caravans.
MGA commented on the permitted hours for hardware shops in the Act at s 16E. MGA submitted that
the permitted hours ‘resulted in smaller hardware stores operating at a competitive disadvantage to
larger hardware retailers as trading hours are virtually identical while incurring proportionately higher
operating costs as a result of not possessing the same economies of scale’.126
In regard to the trading hours arrangements for shops selling motor vehicles or caravans, the AADA,
the MTAQ, and the CTIAQ strongly endorsed the current trading hours for these shops as being
necessary to fit the unique nature and trading circumstances of their industry sector. These groups
stated that any extension to trading hours for motor vehicle and caravan retailers would be
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detrimental to business and employees, while not providing meaningful benefits to customers, for a
number of reasons including:


both dealers and staff (of large, small, city and regional dealerships) are opposed to Sunday
trading, primarily because of the negative impact on work‐life balance for staff and dealers



Sunday trade would exacerbate the industry’s skills shortage, which since the pandemic has
become a skills ‘crisis’, as dealers are afraid they will lose staff, have additional costs to
replace staff, and burn out remaining staff, resulting in more staff departures



the way people shop for vehicles has changed – dealership foot traffic has reduced with a
shift to online research, virtual inspections and test drives, and sales increasingly through
manufacturers, with dealerships being responsible more for vehicle delivery and for service
and repair



dealerships being closed on Sunday does not deter customers, as customers are well‐
educated about the product and vehicle purchase is not usually an impulse buy, involving
research and interactions over several days, including online and remotely



Sunday trade would result in increased costs, but would not increase sales or jobs ‐ the NSW
experience is that the volume of sales from Sundays does not offset staff and other costs of
opening on Sunday.127

Further, according to the MTAQ, ‘while dealers would have the option of trading (or not) on a Sunday
were it legislated, the reality is that the very competitive nature of the industry … would compel them
to pursue Sunday trading despite the financial implications’.128
In its submission, CTIAQ included the outcomes of a survey of its membership suggesting 90% are fully
satisfied with present trading hours, 80% don’t want Sunday trading for caravan and recreational
business legislated, 77% don’t want the ability to open/trade on gazetted public holidays, and 78%
don’t want other modifications to present trading hours arrangements.129
Committee findings
The committee notes the views of MGA regarding the competitive operating environment for small
hardware retailers.
The committee accepts the submissions of stakeholders from the motor vehicle and caravan retail
industry sector about the factors influencing their trading environment and the need for the trading
hours of motor vehicle and caravan retailers contained in the Act to be maintained.
The committee recommends that that the trading hours for the industry specific categories under
s 16E – hardware shops and s 16EA – motor vehicle and caravan retailers be retained in the Act without
amendment.
Recommendation 3
The committee recommends that the trading hours for the industry specific categories under section 16E –
‘Hardware shops’ and section 16EA – ‘Shops selling motor vehicles or caravans‘ be retained in the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Act 1990 without amendment.

4.5

Independent retail shops

Section 6(1) of the Act provides criteria for determining whether a shop is an independent retail shop
based on the number of persons working at the shop and in all shops in Queensland operated by the
127
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same owner. Section 6(1)(b) stipulates the number of persons engaged at any one time in the shop
(including an owner of the business) must not exceed 30 persons, and 100 persons in that shop and
any other shop owned by the same owner in the state.
These numbers were increased, rather than adopting other types of criteria, as part of the 2017
amendments to the Act from 20 and 60 persons to 30 and 100 persons respectively in line with a
recommendation (Recommendation 12) from the 2016 Review.. The report from that review noted:
While alternatives to using employment limits, such as gross turn‐over and corporate structure, were
explored as a way of distinguishing smaller retailers from the larger retail chains, it was found that these
alternatives were unsatisfactory.130

Stakeholders’ views
MGA argued in its submission that the 30 staff per store and 100 staff per business limit for
independently owned shops limits the ability of businesses to expand. MGA proposes that a new
framework to define independently owned stores by organisation structure should be pursued or,
alternatively, that the staff limits in the Act be increased from 30 to 40 and 100 to 200 respectively. In
support of the proposed changes, MGA noted in its submission:


‘independent retailers … must be able to employ more people to meet the evolving needs of
consumers…however, they are stifled by the current framework’131



the person limits discourage or forbid expansion of a successful business model by building or
acquiring new stores132



‘if a community grocery business were to adopt the very common corporate structure
whereby the real property, buildings, plant and corporate debt and leases are owned by one
company, whereas the operation of the business and employment of staff is conducted by a
related entity, such a structure would prevent the business being an independent retail store,
as it would offend the requirement in section 6(1)(a) of the Act that the business, if owned by
a company, must not be owned by a related body corporate’133



the 30 person limit per store ‘does not allow sufficiently for peaks in the business’.134

The SDA stated that it ‘accepts that statutory definitions found in the Act may not necessarily reflect
an accurate composite of businesses that are found within the retail landscape’.135 The SDA noted, for
example, there is ‘a significant crossover of goods amongst retailers that may not allow a particular
store to be classed snugly within the current definitions’136 and that ‘there are corporate and business
structures that utilise non‐related entities to overcome the restrictions around staffing and being an
independent retail shop’.137
The issue of person limits imposed by s 6 was not raised in any of the committee’s hearings.
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Committee findings
The committee appreciates the points made by MGA in favour of increasing the person limits for
defining ‘independent retail shops’ in s 6 of the Act from 30 persons to 40 and 100 to 200 persons, but
is not persuaded that the changes are warranted.
The category of ‘independent retail shop’ and the criteria used in the Act were intended to reflect
small businesses. The committee suggests allowing a business entity to have 40 persons on the floor
at any one time or 200 persons working at any time at all shops owned by the same owner could be
viewed as inconsistent with the original intent of the ‘independent retail shop’ category in the Act.
Recommendation 4
The committee recommends that the definitional criteria for independent retail shop at section 6(1) of the
Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be retained.

4.6

Protections for retail workers

The Act provides protections for employees in circumstances where a shop’s retail trading hours are
extended.
Section 36A was introduced by the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Act 2002 and provides
protections to employees who were employed before 1 August 2002 in non‐exempt shops in south‐
east Queensland, in that they cannot be forced to work hours above what was permitted at that time.
Section 36AA was introduced by the Liquor and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2017 and provides
protections for employees in non‐exempt shops in south‐east Queensland, in that they cannot be
forced to work on Easter Sunday.
Section 36B was introduced by the Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Act 2017 and provides
protections to employees in non‐exempt shops across Queensland, in that they cannot be forced to
work extended hours (being hours greater than those introduced by the 2017 amendment), unless
they freely elect to do so.
Section 36B of the Act states:
(1) An employer must not require an employee to work during extended hours unless the employee has
freely elected to work during extended hours.
Maximum penalty—
(a) for a first offence—16 penalty units; or
(b) for a second or later offence—20 penalty units.
(2) However, subsection (1) does not apply in relation to an employee if an industrial instrument provides
arrangements under which the employee may refuse or agree to work during extended hours.
(3) For subsection (1), an employee has not freely elected to work during extended hours—
(a) if the employee elects to work during extended hours because the employee has been coerced,
harassed, threatened or intimidated by or for the employer; or
(b) only because the employee is rostered, or required under an industrial instrument, to work during
those hours.
(4) In this section—
elect means agree in writing for a stated or indefinite period.
employer means an employer of an employee in a non‐exempt shop.
extended hours means the permitted trading hours under this Act for a non‐exempt shop on any day
(other than a closed day), but only to the extent the hours are greater than the shop’s permitted
trading hours immediately before the commencement.
industrial instrument means any of the following within the meaning of the Industrial Relations Act
2016‐
(a) a modern award, bargaining award or certified agreement;
(b) a federal industrial instrument.
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The provision was included on the recommendation of the 2016 Review that legislative protections
be provided to workers to ensure that agreement to work extended hours under the Act is voluntary.
The 2016 Review acknowledged ‘the need to ensure that retail employees who are already routinely
working what are considered to be unsociable hours are not compelled to work further hours’ as well
as ‘a number of related safety issues including the safety of journey to and from work, public transport
and staff parking’ and ‘the impacts of extended trading hours on vulnerable groups of workers such
as young people and women who have lesser access to safe, affordable and accessible transport,
particularly late at night’.138
The report from the 2016 Review noted the potential for loss of family and leisure time as a result of
extended trading hours and that some employees may feel pressured to work unsociable hours.139
Stakeholders’ views
The SDA highlighted the critical importance of protecting the rights of workers to choose to work
extended hours or to not work those hours, and the need to strengthen the existing protections in the
Act.
The SDA submission pointed out that extensions of trading hours invariably result in workers being
required to work unsociable hours.140 The SDA noted significant negative consequences of extended
trading hours on quality of life and worker safety and security, and pressure on staff to accept
unsociable working hours to retain employment. The SDA submitted that protection of employees’
entitlement to choose to work, or not work, unsociable hours in circumstances where trading hours
are extended is required for several reasons, including:


extensions of trading hours invariably result in workers being required to work unsociable
hours (earlier starts, later finishes, working across weekends)



the ability to utilise public transport to and from work is limited during extended hours,
which creates additional pressure for many workers, particularly young workers, single
parents and families without access to a vehicle or only one shared vehicle, and is a
particular concern for workers in rural areas where access to public transport is even more
limited



lack of choice, increased cost and difficulties with accessing childcare during unsociable
hours



there is evidence of a heightened risk of customer abuse and violence during unsociable
hours



workers feel that electing not to work extended hours will put their employment security
at risk.141

In its submission and in evidence to the committee, the SDA noted the expectations placed on retail
workers to work unsociable hours and the repercussions for workers who elect not to do so. The SDA
described how retail workers have reported that since 2017 where a ‘special event’ declaration of
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extended hours for non‐exempt shops (large grocery/department stores) has been made, workers
have reported that in these situations:


they were not advised they could elect to work or not during the extended hours



they felt pressured or forced to work outside their normal hours and



most did not agree to work those hours in writing.142

The SDA submitted that ’special event’ declarations have not consistently applied the protections of
s 36B of the Act:
Section 36B(1) of the Act states that an employer must not require an employee to work during ‘extended
hours’ unless the employee has freely elected to do so as evidenced in writing. It is our strong view the
inclusion of Section 36B(1) in the legislation demonstrates its intention to ensure hours outside the
permitted hours remain voluntary working hours for retail employees. Whilst Section 5 applications are
not an application to extend the permitted trading hours in a technical sense, the reclassification of a
Non‐Exempt Shop to an Exempt Shop has the same practical effect. The SDA was successful for a period
of time in arguing the Section 36B(1) protections be applied to declarations made by the Commission
pursuant to Section 5 of the Act. It has since been determined by the Commission it does not have the
jurisdictional ability to apply those protections to future declarations. On occasions where the
Commission has determined Section 36B(1) protections could not be applied, attempts have still been
made to stress the importance of voluntary work as a strong concern. Ultimately, this does not prevent
retail workers from being placed in the situation where they can effectively be required to work the
extended hours without the relevant protections originally intended by the legislation to apply to those
hours.
We have heard it suggested that although Section 36B(1) protections are desirable, in their absence retail
employees are protected by other instruments; such as enterprise agreements which require
consultation before a roster change or a written agreement to work additional hours. The SDA submits
this perspective does not adequately account for the reality of the expectations, relational pressures and
repercussions retail workers face in store.143

In regard to protection of employees working extended hours the NRA submitted that:
Retailers recognise the necessary contribution of retail workers to trade any additional hours and respect
the voluntary nature of work, regardless of a special event application. This has been the case for many
years under Enterprise Bargaining Agreements, and in the last five years has routinely been enshrined in
trading hours orders issued by the QIRC.144

The NRA stated that following approval of special event applications, store managers offering
employees additional shifts have noted that some employees are eager for extra work and others
prioritise time with families and friends, or participation in sporting, cultural or religious activities over
the weekend. NRA states that ‘each retail worker can make their own decision about whether to
accept any additional hours that may be offered to them over the special event period’.145
On this point, the SDA noted that ‘workers desire an entitlement to have the ‘election whether to
work or not’ so they do not have to simply rely on a general undertaking by a limited number of large
employers that work will be voluntary’ and that there is a resistance by employers to include in
Enterprise Negotiations the guarantee that work during any proposed extended times will be
voluntary.146 The SDA stated that:
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…certain management from large retailers give unequivocal guarantees that work during any proposed
extended times will be voluntary, however members continue to provide feedback they feel pressured
by their employers to work in the extended hours and when pressed in Enterprise Negotiations to include
this guarantee in the respective agreement, senior management within these businesses refuse point
blank to do so.147

Views of the department
The department advised the committee that the protection of workers provided by the Act was an
aspect of the operation of the Act that would benefit from clarification, stating ‘there is merit in
considering strengthening the protections available to employees, particularly whether the
commission has a prospective order‐making power to protect voluntary workers; in other words,
clarify the situation around voluntary work and extension of hours’.148
The department further advised the committee that the protection of employees in accordance with
s 36B is not monitored by the OIR.149
Committee findings
The committee concurs with submitters’ concerns in regard to declarations of ‘special events’ and the
application of s 36B to ensure that in all circumstances workers who work extended hours do so
voluntarily. Impacts on workers can be significant, and include issues such as transport, childcare, and
personal safety, and the reported incidence of pressure on employees to work extended hours,
contrary to Act, is a concern.
The committee notes that the protection of employees in accordance with s 36B is not proactively
monitored or compliance enforced by the OIR. Despite this, the committee considers that application
of s 36B of the Act which seeks to protect the rights of retail workers, is a significant aspect of the
operation of the trading hours regulatory framework.
The committee notes the potential for employers, through use of enterprise agreements, to
effectively bypass the protections intended by the provision.
The committee questions the value of subsection 36B(2) which states that the requirement of s 36B(1)
that working extended hours must be voluntary does not apply if an industrial instrument provides
arrangements under which the employee may refuse or agree to work during extended hours.
The committee considers that employment of a retail worker under a federal enterprise agreement
or award does not lessen the risks to that retail worker when working extended hours which the
provisions of the Act were intended to provide protection from. The committee therefore
recommends that the Act be amended to remove s 36B(2), so that s 36B applies as a condition of any
extension of retail trading hours, irrespective of any workplace agreement or industrial award.
Recommendation 5
The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to remove
section 36B(2), so that section 36B applies as a condition of any extension of retail trading hours, irrespective
of any workplace agreement or industrial award.

The committee notes that some decisions of the QIRC in a number of s 5 ‘special event’ applications
have specifically included an order to protect employees consistent with s 36B, while some recent
decisions have not. A decision by the QIRC to grant an application for a declaration of a ‘special event’
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results in non‐exempt shops in an area being allowed to trade as an exempt shop for the period, which
means the hours the shop would normally be permitted to trade are extended during the period. The
committee considers that when an application for extended trading hours for a special event is
granted by the QIRC, the protection of workers to freely elect to work or not to work the extended
hours, as provided by the Act, should be explicitly stated in the declaration.
In order to affirm that the statutory protection set out in s 36B of the Act applies to employees affected
by ‘special event’ declarations made by the QIRC, the committee recommends that the Act be
amended to clarify that:


the QIRC has the power to make an order about voluntary work in accordance with s 36B
of the Act, and



a declaration of a ‘special event’ by the QIRC must include a condition about voluntary work
which reflects that s 36B will apply to all employees of non‐exempt shops covered by the
declaration.

Recommendation 6
The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to clarify that:

4.7



the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission has the power to make an order about voluntary
work in accordance with section 36B of the Act, and



a declaration of a ‘special event’ by the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission must include a
condition about voluntary work which reflects that section 36B of the Act will apply to all employees
of non‐exempt shops covered by the declaration.

Role of the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission

Section 21 of the Act provides a role for the QIRC to make orders for allowable trading hours outside
the permitted hours prescribed in the Act for non‐exempt shops. This power is limited to extending
the permitted trading hours of non‐exempt shops on days that shops may trade, ie the QIRC may not
make an order that permits trade on a day prescribed in the legislation as a closed day. The QIRC may
not make an order that shortens permitted trading hours.150 During the moratorium period since 2017,
this role of the QIRC to make trading hours orders for non‐exempt shops has been suspended.151
In recommending that the QIRC continue to adjudicate allowable trading hours outside the legislated
trading hours for non‐exempt shops (to be suspended during the period of the moratorium), the 2016
Review noted at the time that ‘a continued role for the QIRC in determining trading hours orders and
variations as an independent arbiter’ was supported by some members of the reference group (NRA,
SDA and AWU) but opposed by others (MGA and CCIQ).152
The QIRC’s role in relation to making a declaration of a ‘special event’ under s 5 of the Act and the
protection of workers affected by such declarations, is discussed in detail in section 4.1 of this report.
Stakeholders’ views
Stakeholders presented a range of views to the committee in relation to the role of the QIRC in
regulating of trading hours.
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The NRA and the SCCA supported the reactivation of the role of the QIRC as an independent arbiter
to decide on applications and make trading hours orders outside the hours prescribed in the Act.153
Similarly, while Mr Fotsch‐Heatley submitted that trading hours should be deregulated in general, his
view was that ‘the QIRC, with its corporate knowledge and ability to hold hearings, is best placed to
make decisions on permitted trading hours’.154
In contrast, MGA was opposed to the QIRC setting hours outside the prescribed hours, submitting that
the government ‘could put a quick, concise, and tidy end to the waste of resources and inequality in
the application process by ensuring that any future changes to trading hours are solely undertaken by
Government and not the QIRC’.155 MGA suggested that an advantage of requiring any changes to
prescribed trading hours to be only by legislation ‘is that it will likely lead to a reduction in the level of
variation in trading hours across the State’ which would enhance business certainty for investors.156
The CCIQ stated that:
The exemption processes require significant time and money to present a case before the QIRC. This
makes it difficult to access for smaller establishments. For now, this process is sufficient however, in the
future it would be beneficial if this process was simplified and streamlined for better business
accessibility.157

The Queensland Small Business Commissioner submitted that if the moratorium is lifted and QIRC’s
power to make trading hours orders reinstated, the regulatory streamlining achieved by the 2017
amendments may be undone, resulting in a more complex trading landscape.158
Views of the department
In relation to the role of the QIRC in trading hours regulation prior to 2017, the department advised
the committee that:
Prior to the 2017 amendments, 99 trading hours provisions were contained in 40 pages of QIRC orders.
Much of the complexity and confusion surrounding Queensland’s permitted trading hours have been
attributed to these orders. The decision to replace orders with legislated permitted hours was made to
simplify arrangements for all parties, to reduce regulatory red tape and to create greater efficiencies for
businesses.159

The department further advised:
Considering the detail of the examination of facts and reasons that accompany applications for trading
hours, OIR considers that, operationally, there is merit in retaining the QIRC to hear, test and decide on
those applications, whenever they are permitted to be made. The QIRC has traditionally made site visits
and interviewed interested parties to ensure there is the fullest ventilation of trading hours claims.160

As noted in section 4.1 of this report, the department also advised the committee that clarification
that the QIRC has the power to make orders consistent with s 36B of the Act in relation to employees
of non‐exempt shops covered by ‘special event’ declarations would be beneficial.
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Committee findings
The committee considers that the primary reason the 5 year moratorium has been valued by the
majority of submitters and witnesses is for the stability it has provided, allowing shops to operate
according to predictable retail trading arrangements that are prescribed in the Act, as most
stakeholders (retailers, workers, and consumers) do not wish to return to the previous system for
making changes to trading hours for exempt shops.
The committee recommends that s 21 (Trading hours orders on non‐exempt shops) be amended to
remove ss 21(3)(a) and 21(3)(c)(i) to prevent applications being made to the QIRC to make orders to
vary core trading hours from the hours prescribed in the Act, once the moratorium has ended.
The committee considers that core trading hours should be legislated in the Act for consistency and
to avoid having a variety of trading hours orders again being made. If trading hours need to be changed
if the future this would, rightly, require change to the Act.
Recommendation 7
The committee recommends that section 21 (Orders concerning non‐exempt shops) of the Trading (Allowable
Hours) Act 1990 be amended to remove sections 21(3)(a) and 21(3)(c)(i) to prevent the situation where
applications are made to the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission to make orders to vary core trading
hours from the hours prescribed in the Act, once the moratorium has ended.

Definitions of trading hours areas

4.8

As noted earlier in this report, the boundaries of the south‐east Queensland area, seaside resorts and
tourist areas are defined in the 2017 Trading Hours Order. This is a compilation of orders made by the
QIRC in response to applications to vary trading hours arrangements prior to 2017.
The south‐east Queensland area is defined to include the Sunshine Coast area, the Brisbane Statistical
Division (as defined in the 2001 edition of the Australian Geographical Classification published by the
ABS), the local government area of the Gold Coast City Council, the islands in the coastal waters east
of these areas, and the towns of Beaudesert, Fernvale, Gatton, Laidley and Woodford.161
Section 16D of the Act states that the term ‘seaside resort’ means ‘a Tourist and/or Seaside Resort
within the meaning of the 2017 trading hours order’.
The 2017 Trading Hours Order includes at Schedule 1:
(3)

Tourist and/or Seaside Resorts ‐ Rainbow Beach; Tin Can Bay; Burrum Heads; Woodgate; Moore
Park; Keppel Sands; and the islands off the sea coast of Queensland being part of the State of
Queensland.
Provided that for the purposes of trading on Sundays and Public Holidays this definition excludes
the islands as defined in clause (1) of Schedule 1.162

The definitions for areas for trading hours arrangements specified in the Act continue to rely on the
definitions set by individual orders made by the QIRC. These orders are now compiled in the 2017
Trading Hours Order, including orders originally made by the QIRC in the 1990s. The wording used in
the orders and area definitions reflect the wording used in the applications the orders relate to which
vary in how areas are described. This has led to inconsistencies and discrepancies in how particular
areas are defined for the purposes of the Act. As business precincts develop and expand, it is also
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feasible that definitions for areas in the 2017 Trading Hours Order to define those precincts may now
be inaccurate.
Stakeholders’ views
The CCIQ shared with the committee the frustrations of several of its chambers in relation to the
definitions of areas, such as tourist areas or central business districts. The CCIQ told the committee:
Several chambers consulted discussed irritation in trading hour discrepancies along boundaries of
differing areas. This has improved a great deal as the number of areas has shrunk significantly since 2016
however, businesses are still experiencing difficulties. For example, shops on the side of a road may be
considered a ‘tourist area’ and able to trade on a Sunday, whilst a shop on the other side may be
categorised as ‘all other areas’ and not be able to open. This results in all foot traffic being diverted to
areas that can open and creates market opportunities for shops nearby to trade.163

Views of the department
At the 29 November 2021 public briefing, Mr Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General,
Department of Education, Office of Industrial Relations, told the committee:
…the geographical boundaries have not been reviewed since the original order was made…the
geographical boundaries that are set in this order are set and frozen…if there were to be a
reconsideration of those geographical boundaries, without any other process being introduced for that,
it would be by application to the commission under the provisions of section 21.164

Committee findings
The committee considers that the process available under s 21 of the Act for applications to be made
to the QIRC to vary area definitions is an appropriate process for changing the existing area definitions
used to set the core trading hours categories for non‐exempt shops.
The committee encourages chambers of commerce, local governments and other business bodies to
lodge applications with the QIRC for area definitions to be amended where there are discrepancies.

4.9

Moratorium on trading hours orders and restrictions on applications

Section 59 of the Act suspended, for a 5 year period, the power of the QIRC to hear applications and
make orders for allowable trading hours for non‐exempt shops outside the permitted hours specified
in the Act.165 This moratorium is due to end on 31 August 2022.
The moratorium was recommended by the 2016 Review to provide certainty about trading hours,
after many successful applications to the QIRC for extended hours in the decade prior to 2016 had
produced a complex and confusing environment with numerous different trading hours arrangements
across Queensland.166
Stakeholders’ views
A number of stakeholders supported the moratorium provided by s 59 of the Act and the stable trading
hours arrangements it has provided.167 Others highlighted the costs and stifling effects for some
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businesses and regions.168 Another cohort of stakeholders called for the moratorium to be allowed to
lapse in August 2022, as prescribed in the Act.169
MGA supported the moratorium and noted that the opportunity for MGA members to trade when the
‘Chains’ are closed is of particular importance to MGA members with most stores endeavouring to
open before and close later than their nearest chain store, but also noted that ‘any certainty provided
by the five‐year moratorium has been eroded by the impact of COVID‐19’.170
MGA submitted that an extension of the moratorium for at least another 10 years would provide time
for independent food and grocery retailers to continue to develop ‘a unique point of difference … in
the form of family and privately owned food and grocery businesses being able to stock and sell artisan
Queensland fresh and gourmet foods alongside various Queensland produced local and artisan
beverages’171 which it considers is ‘crucial to the survival and viability of these small retailers’.172
The Member for Traeger, Robbie Katter MP, also supported extension of the moratorium.173
The Queensland IGA Board submitted that at a minimum it believes the committee should recommend
‘extending the current moratorium for 5 years’.174
The SDA noted in its submission that the existing trading hours as permitted by the legislation ‘secure
a more efficient framework by providing an appropriate and central set of permissible hours that
remain unchanged on a long‐term basis by successive and frequent applications’.175 The SDA
submitted that it strongly supports a further moratorium period of five years.176 The SDA requested
that the moratorium be extended for several reasons including:


the changing retail landscape as a result of the pandemic – customers are not demanding
extended trading hours as they can now shop online for most goods at all hours and have
them delivered at minimum/no cost



there is little evidence that longer trading hours result in actual employment growth which
is sustainable and ongoing ‐ the SDA noted that there is anecdotal evidence that extended
trading hours result in existing workforces being spread more thinly rather than creating
new jobs



the impact on small and medium‐sized businesses – failure to protect the competitive
advantage for exempt shops is likely to lead to a concentration of the market



the need to consider vulnerable workers ‐ the Act currently provides a level of protection
to retail workers. Extended hours can affect mental health, childcare costs, transport issues,
safety and customer abuse



decreasing federal protection and compensation of retail workers working unsociable
hours.177
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The CCIQ submitted that with the current pressures largely resulting from the impacts of the COVID‐19
pandemic, many regions consulted on this issue have stated that the moratorium ‘has at times been
a barrier’ and that not having the flexibility to change the trading hours of stores was ‘stifling to the
liveability of communities and has been seen to exacerbate difficulties with job creation and economic
prosperity’.178
The NRA submitted that the Act has not been properly tested because of the moratorium and that the
moratorium should expire, allowing the Act to operate in its current form with the QIRC again
empowered to make decisions on trading hours orders.179 The NRA also argued that there is no
pandemic‐related justification for extending the moratorium any further, and that the COVID‐19
pandemic has demonstrated the need for a regulatory system that responds to sudden changes in the
business environment. If the moratorium were to be extended, the NRA stated it should be only for a
very limited period, and with additional safeguards to allow urgent applications when circumstances
warrant.180
Views of the department
In relation to the moratorium, Mr Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General, Department of
Education, Office of Industrial Relations told the committee:
OIR observes that the moratorium has been in place for just over four years and it has brought stability
to the retail sector as far as keeping trading hours unchanged, with the exception of the valve of section
5 applications. What I have noted is that COVID has significantly impacted that sector since early 2019. It
has impacted everybody but particularly in the retail area. The impacts of the upcoming changes of
opening up the state may also have unexpected or unforeseen consequences. To this end—and I stress
that this is not government policy—I see that there is merit in extending the moratorium into 2023 to
allow any further COVID impacts to be better understood without the burden of retailers, particularly the
smaller retailers, having to participate in further trading hours cases.181

Committee findings
The committee acknowledges that the stability provided by the s 59 moratorium since August 2017
has been valued by stakeholders who do not wish to return to the previous system of trading hours
arrangements set by the QIRC.
The committee considers that amendment of the Act to remove ss 21(3)(a) and 21(3)(c)(i), preventing
further orders being made for changes to trading hours for non‐exempt shops, will achieve the same
stabilising outcome as an extension of the moratorium.
The committee also notes that while the moratorium has achieved its intended purpose of providing
stability in trading hours arrangements, this has been somewhat disrupted by the COVID‐19 pandemic
since the beginning of 2020. The committee considers that a short extension of the moratorium on all
trading hours orders under s 21 of the Act, while there continues to be uncertainty associated with
the on‐going pandemic, may assist the retail sector’s recovery. The committee also considers this
would assist business owners to adapt to the changes to the s 16D core trading hours recommended
by the committee in this report.
The committee therefore recommends that the Act be amended to extend the s 59 moratorium period
for an additional 12 months to 31 August 2023.
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Recommendation 8
The committee recommends that the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be amended to extend the
section 59 moratorium for an additional 12 months to 31 August 2023.

4.10 Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area moratorium
Section 56 of the Act provides that, for a five‐year period, non‐exempt shops in the Mossman and Port
Douglas Tourist Area are able to trade as exempt shops, and that independent retail shops in the area
are exempt from s 17 and therefore not required to close on Christmas Day, Good Friday and Anzac
Day prior to 1.00pm. This moratorium expires on 31 August 2022.
These special trading arrangements for the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area were
recommended in the report from the 2016 Review to ‘benefit local tourism servicing cruise ships
arrivals and provide a useful case study on the impacts of deregulation’, noting that the ‘Douglas
Chamber of Commerce and Douglas Shire Council strongly advocated for this recommendation’.182
Separate to the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area, the ‘Town of Port Douglas’ had been
previously declared, and remains, a tourist area under s 16A of the Act.
Stakeholders’ views
Stakeholders highlighted the continuing dependence of the Port Douglas and Mossman communities
on tourism, the impact and need for the moratorium provided by s 56, the need to expand it to other
areas of the Douglas Shire, and whether the moratorium should be allowed to lapse or should be
extended. All but one submitter were supportive of the moratorium.
4.10.1 Importance of tourism and of having shops open 7 days a week
The CCIQ, Tourism Port Douglas Daintree and the Douglas Chamber of Commerce highlighted the
pivotal role of tourism in the regional economy.
The CCIQ submitted that ‘Port Douglas and Mossman’s economy has been primarily driven by tourism
due to its proximity to the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area, National Park, and the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area’ and that ‘the industry supporting the greatest employment in the region in
2019/20 was accommodation and food services’.183
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree, the local tourism organisation for the Douglas Shire representing 193
businesses, told the committee that tourism contributes to more than 80% of the region's economy
making the region ‘one of the most reliant regions in Australia on the visitor economy’.184
The Douglas Chamber of Commerce told the committee that the Port Douglas Region is unique
because most of the available accommodation is serviced apartments which encourage and depend
on longer stays by tourists.185 According to the Chamber, a tourist’s needs during longer‐term stays
include all food related businesses such as butchers, bakeries, and supermarkets, cafes and fashion,
retail and accessory shops.186 The Chamber further advised that ‘tourism is greatly dependent both
upon social media and word of mouth referrals from visiting tourists to friends, colleagues and social
media contacts’ and that ‘images or perceptions of a town or region that is dead, closed or has no
significant activity during one of the most visited days of the year (public holidays) has far reaching
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consequences and may significantly damage both industry, economic and population growth or
perception of desirability of such areas’.187
Colliers, which manages the major shopping centre at Port Douglas, noted that ‘the visitor market
expects and needs seven (7) day trading for Saturday arrivals and the overall visitor experience’.188
4.10.2 Importance of the moratorium to the region’s economy
CCIQ told the committee the deregulated trading arrangements for non‐exempt shops provided by
the moratorium ‘has been noted by the local chamber of commerce as being crucial to businesses'
survival’.189
At the Mossman public hearing, Mr Martin Tranter, President of the Douglas Chamber of Commerce,
explained the importance of public holiday and other holiday trading to the region’s economic
survival:
In the Port Douglas region and the Douglas region in particular, we are also fundamentally reliant upon
the school holidays, Easter holidays and Christmas holidays. Those particular holidays really determine
maximum turnover for our businesses. If we cannot get maximum turnover during those periods, we
cannot sustain ourselves through a long wet season, when there are no visitors.
Telling a business that they cannot open on Good Friday or Christmas is a bit like saying to a farmer, ‘Go
and plant a crop. We’ll give you optimal conditions to grow that crop so you can get the best possible
return, but when you need to get that crop off, you can’t. We’re going to ban you from doing that for the
day.’ Things like Good Friday and Christmas are actually pretty important for that economy up here.190

The Douglas Chamber of Commerce also told the committee it does not see ‘any negative impact to
businesses or community within the region (given the community’s heavy reliance on tourism related
employment) for such businesses to be able to operate every day of the year, but again particularly
during public holidays’.191
Colliers also highlighted the wider benefits to small businesses and employment from the moratorium
which allowed non‐exempt shops to trade on Sundays and public holidays:
Port Village Shopping Centre is anchored by a Coles supermarket and Kmart discount department store
along with more than 21 specialty stores. These local businesses rely heavily on the trade providing by
tourism to the region…Our customer visitation on Sundays represents 15% of total customer visits for the
week and the same proportion of sales for our retailers. Locally, Sunday trading provides an opportunity
for local youth to have jobs during high school creating pathways for future growth.192

Mr Andrew Aschman noted in his submission that the deregulated trading arrangements in Mossman
and Port Douglas provide evidence that ‘retail businesses can open and close to conditions and reflect
the need of the consumer’.193
MGA highlighted the adverse impact of the moratorium on smaller food and grocery stores in the
region, stating that ‘the deregulation of trading hours for non‐exempt businesses in Mossman and
Port Douglas has been detrimental for smaller retailers in these areas, particularly in the more recent
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years of the five‐year exemption‘194 and that ‘independently owned food and grocery entrants have
been “crowded out” and are prevented from entering the region due to an inability to access a point
of difference through differential trading hours, given the dominance of the ‘Chains’ in the area’.195
4.10.3 Whether the moratorium should be extended or expanded
MGA told the committee the moratorium should be allowed to lapse.196 Other submitters called for
the moratorium to be extended to all areas of the Douglas Shire197 and for the moratorium to be
extended for a further five to ten years.198
The Douglas Chamber of Commerce and Colliers requested that the Queensland Government grant a
further 5 ‐10 year moratorium (to allow businesses to trade on all public holidays).199 The Chamber
also requested that the Queensland Government ‘expand that moratorium to apply to all of the
Douglas Shire given the shire’s wide dependency upon the tourism economy.200 The Chamber also
commented that:
The Douglas Shire has been greatly impacted by COVID related border closures. The region badly needs
to be able to operate at its full potential during the next 5 years to recover from the 2020 and 2021
position.201

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree urged the Queensland Government to grant a 10 year extension to the
moratorium to ‘allow all businesses to trade on public holidays and Sundays, and expand the
moratorium to apply to all of the Douglas Shire given the wide spread reliance on tourism, visitor
dispersal and growth in the drive market’.202
Views of the department
The department advised the committee that on the expiry of the moratorium provided at s 56 of the
Act (as well as the expiry of the s 59 moratorium), if the Act is not amended, the permitted hours for
non‐exempt shops in the ‘Town of Port Douglas’ will be those of a tourist area shop, as per s 16D. The
permitted hours for non‐exempt shops in the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area will be those
of a Schedule 1AB shop. Exempt shops, excluding independent shops, in the Mossman and Port
Douglas Tourist Area will be unaffected by the end of the moratorium.203
The department also provided the committee with detailed trading hours information for major non‐
exempt shops in the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area, Coles Port Douglas and Woolworths
Mossman.204 The department commented that:
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Although these shops could have chosen to open 24‐hours per day seven days a week, their trading hours
have generally matched the permitted hours applicable for non‐exempt shops trading in a tourist area.205

At the final departmental briefing on 29 November 2021, Acting Deputy Director‐General, Mr James
told the committee:
That moratorium effectively releases traders in that area from any restrictions. In the main, while they
could trade 24/7, they have not. My understanding is that they have not traded on hours outside what
you would find in the tourist area section in which the town of Port Douglas would ordinarily or otherwise
fall. I just make a side comment there. I note that, in the successful section 5 applications anywhere in
the state, retailers have not taken up a 24/7 opening.
The main benefit mentioned for the Port Douglas and the Mossman area is that non‐exempt shops and
independent retail shops that do not sell food or groceries can trade on Good Friday, Christmas Day and
prior to 1 pm on Anzac Day. The dress shops, which are genuine independent retail outlets, are able to
trade on Good Friday. In fact, the bigger stores, the Woolworths and Coles, are able to trade on any public
holiday; they are not confined to closing on the closed days. I am unable to determine whether they have
actually taken up the arrangements for Good Friday trading, but you might recall that Good Friday trading
was the trigger that had my inspectors in Port Douglas several years ago over trading hours concerns.
On the submissions presented to the committee by local traders, the council and other representatives
in support of keeping the existing arrangements, I do not see any operational issue with extending the
moratorium arrangements to Mossman and Port Douglas, but it is a matter for the committee.206

Committee findings
The committee notes the critical importance of tourism to the Mossman and Port Douglas region’s
economy, and the challenges faced by the businesses in the region during the COVID‐19 pandemic.
The committee also accepts that permitting non‐exempt shops to trade tourist‐friendly hours is an
important part of meeting the needs and expectations of tourists to the region. However the
committee is not persuaded of a need for non‐exempt shops to trade 24/7.
In line with the revisions to s 16D core trading hours, and the extension of the s 59 moratorium, which
have been recommended by the committee in this report, the committee recommends that:


the section 56 moratorium for the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area be extended to
31 August 2023



section 16A be amended to add the ‘Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area’ to the
section 16A definition of ‘tourist area’ in (a) and to remove from the definition ‘(b) the town
of Port Douglas’, and for these changes to be effective from 31 August 2023.

This recommendation will result in shops in the Mossman and Port Douglas being permitted to
operate within specific ‘Tourist area’ trading hours, as permitted in other tourist destinations in the
state.
During the moratorium large supermarkets and department stores in the Mossman and Port Douglas
tourist area have had the opportunity to trade at any time but have essentially settled on 6am – 9pm
or 10pm Monday to Friday, 7am – 9pm or 10pm Saturday, and 7am – 9pm Sunday. These times are
within the permitted core trading hours for a ‘Tourist area’ under s 16D of the Act. Therefore, the
committee concludes that including the Mossman and Port Douglas tourist area in the category of
‘Tourist area’ will not impose shorter trading hours than the hours shops have chosen to open under
the moratorium, though will mean opening times on the weekend will change to 7am.
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In regard to the proposal to expand the existing Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area to include all
of the Douglas Shire, the committee encourages the Douglas Shire Council and the Douglas Chamber
of Commerce to make an application to the QIRC to consider this change after the expiry of the general
moratorium on s 21 orders provided for in s 59 the Act.
Recommendation 9
The committee recommends that:



the section 56 moratorium for the Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area under the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Act 1990 be extended to 31 August 2023



section 16A of the Act be amended to add the ‘Mossman and Port Douglas Tourist Area’ to the
section 16A definition of ‘tourist area’ in (a) and to remove from the definition ‘(b) the town of Port
Douglas’, and for these changes to be effective from 31 August 2023.

4.11 Education and information
As noted above, the department’s 11 industrial inspectors attached to the OIR administer and enforce
the provisions of the Act. In this role inspectors conduct investigations, issue warnings and field
inquiries.
Information about trading hours is available from the Queensland Government’s Business Queensland
website,207 and the QIRC website.208
Stakeholders’ views
Mr Chris Gazenbeek, Queensland Branch Secretary of the SDA, told the committee that a greater
emphasis is needed to educate and train people about what their legal rights and entitlements are so
that they can make sure they are adhered to.209 In further evidence, the SDA proposed that flyers or
fact sheets be provided to employers at critical times of the year to assist them to understand their
obligations under the Act and to ask questions before they open for trade.210
The views of the department
The department’s chief industrial inspector highlighted the advisory work of his officers in relation to
trading hours matters at the committee’s briefing on 30 September 2021:
…the role of the inspectorate is really two pronged. First of all, we give information to the public on
trading hours, because people generally are very interested in trading hours. Business owners obviously
and the public are very interested in trading hours in shops across the different areas of the state,
particularly when it gets to public holidays and different trading hours periods throughout the year. We
have an information service and the website where we provide that information.
The other area is if there are any complaints from any of the stakeholders, whether it is a business owner
or whether it is a member of the public. They lodge complaints and we do take complaints about breaches
of the act and investigate those. There have been matters in the past— nothing recent but in the past—
that have proceeded through courts, but generally a lot of our role now is providing information to the
public.211
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In relation to education for employers and employees about s 36B, the department advised the
committee that:
…the Office of Industrial Relations has not gone on any particular educational campaign around this
although all of our officers would be very aware and would advise, if asked, about any trading hours
matter on extended hours or on section 5 applications that work is always of a voluntary nature.212

In response to questioning from the committee about the tools available to the department to better
educate retailers, the department advised:
The primary means for us to get information out on trading hours is through our website. We also have
an inquiry line. People can ring up. I also suggest that the major associations would have advisory services.
I do know that the Motor Trades, for example, has advice for its members, as does the QCCI and the NRA.
…In terms of our phone inquiry lines, we do not get a lot of questions of ‘What am I?’ I think most people
intuitively know what is an exempt shop and what is non‐exempt shop and what is an independent retail
shop, mainly because they flock together with others of a like nature and they are advised. In terms of
resources available to the department should further information be needed, it would lead, I would
suggest, with our website. Depending on the outcome of the government’s consideration of the report
that you will make, there may well be some other form of promotion or education that we could do.213

The department has further advised that the OIR intends to review the information published on the
government website.214
Committee findings
The committee noted, particularly in the regions, that there was uncertainty around the provisions of
the Act. The committee considers that informing and educating stakeholders in the retail sector is
important for encouraging compliance with the provisions of the Act. The committee sees particular
value in education for:


retail employers about the protection provided in the Act to ensure that workers are
voluntarily choosing to work extended hours and about employers’ responsibilities in this
regard, and



workers about their rights to choose to work extended hours, and the protection provided
by the Act.

The committee notes that the OIR intends to review the information on its website. The committee
encourages the OIR to review its communication and education strategies so as to better inform retail
employers, employees and the public about the protections for employees contained in ss 36A, 36AA
and 36B of the Act.
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Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General, Department of Education, Office of Industrial Relations, public
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Appendix A – Submitters
Sub #
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Submitter

1

Nicholas Lloyd, and supplementary

2

Andrew Aschman

3

Australian Workers' Union of Employees, Queensland (AWUEQ)

4

Mount Isa Tourism Association

5

Caravan Trade & Industries Association of Queensland (CTIAQ)

6

MGA Independent Retailers

7

Aldi Stores Australia

8

Australian Automotive Dealer Association

9

Australian Retailers Association

10

Queensland Small Business Commissioner

11

Chamber of Commerce & Industry Queensland

12

Commerce North West

13

Narelle Jones

14

Advance Cairns

15

Motor Trades Association of Queensland (MTA Queensland)

16

McKell Institute, Queensland

17

Queensland IGA State Board

18

Shop Distributive Allied and Employees Association (SDA), Union of Employees

19

Douglas Chamber of Commerce

20

Shopping Centre Council of Australia

21

National Retail Association

22

Robbie Katter MP, Member for Traeger

23

Griffiths Pharmacy

24

Marc Fotsch‐Heatley

25

Mount Isa City Council

26

Birkett Enterprises

27

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

28

Colliers and Primewest Pty Ltd
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Appendix B – Witnesses at public briefings and public hearings
30 September 2021 – Public briefing ‐ Brisbane
Office of Industrial Relations, Department of Education


Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General



Tony Schostakowski, Director, Regulation and Compliance

25 October 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Brisbane
Individual witness


Adjunct Associate Professor John Mickel

Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland


Gus Mandigora, Senior Policy Adviser



Luisa Baucia, Policy Adviser



Suzie Tafolo, Vice‐President, Redlands chamber of Commerce

Master Grocers Association Independent Retailers


Jos de Bruin, Chief Executive Officer

Queensland IGA State Board


Frank Spano, Chairman

McKell Institute, Queensland


Hon. Rachel Nolan, Executive Director

Shopping Centre Council of Australia


James Newton, Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs



Nadia Superina, Senior Policy Officer

25 October 2021 – Public briefing ‐ Brisbane
Office of Industrial Relations, Department of Education


Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General

Queensland Treasury


Patrick Wildie, Assistant Under Treasurer

1 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Brisbane
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association Queensland


Chris Gazenbeek, Queensland Branch Secretary



Laura Armstrong, Industrial Officer

Australian Workers' Union of Employees Queensland


Barry Watson, Senior Industrial Advocate



Terry McQuillan, Industrial Advocate
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Motor Trades Association of Queensland


Rod Camm, Group Chief Executive Officer



Kellie Dewar, Deputy Group Chief Executive Officer

Caravan Trade & Industries Association of Queensland


Jason Plant, Chief Executive Officer

Australian Automotive Dealer Association


James Voortman, Chief Executive Officer

National Retail Association


Dominique Lamb, Chief Executive Officer



Malcolm Cole, Director, External Relations



David Stout, Director, Industry Policy

Shopping Centre Council of Australia


Angus Nardi, Executive Director



James Newton, Manager – Policy and Regulatory Affairs

Australian Retailers Association


Paul Zahra, Chief Executive Officer



Fleur Brown, Chief Industry Affairs Officer

1 November 2021 – Public briefing ‐ Brisbane
Department of Education, Officer of Industrial Relations


Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General



Rhett Moxham, Acting Director, Strategic Policy

15 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Brisbane
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association Queensland


Chris Gazenbeek, Queensland Branch Secretary



Laura Armstrong, Industrial Officer

15 November 2021 – Public briefing ‐ Brisbane
Office of Industrial Relations, Department of Education


Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General



Rhett Moxham, Acting Director, Industrial Relations Strategic Policy

19 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Cairns
Advance Cairns


Adjunct Professor Trent Twomey

Cairns Chamber of Commerce
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Patricia O'Neill, President
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Tourism Tropical North Queensland


Mark Olsen, Chief Executive Officer

IGA State Guild and Master Grocers Association Australia


Peter Piccone

20 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Mossman
Douglas Shire Council


Michael Kerr, Mayor

Douglas Shire Chamber of Commerce


Martin Tranter, President

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree


Tara Bennett, Chief Executive Officer

Member for Cook


Cynthia Lui MP

Individual witnesses


Janette Walker, Jungle Road Clothing



Cheryl Wellham

21 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Mount Isa
Member for Traeger


Robbie Katter MP

Mount Isa City Council


George Fortune, Councillor



David Keenan, Chief Executive Officer

Commerce North West


Emma Harman, President

Mount Isa Tourism Association


Nadia Cowperthwaite

Knight Frank, Shopping Centres Australasia Property Group


Craig Stack, Senior Partner

Individual witnesses


Michelle Russell, Brumby's Bakery Mount Isa



David Hydon



Robert Burrow, Colonial Convenience Store

22 November 2021 – Public hearing ‐ Townsville
Ayr Chamber of Commerce


Alissa Muir, President
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McConaghy Properties


Katherine Langsford, Centre Manager, Castletown

Individual witnesses


Lance Birkett, Birkett Enterprises



Adam Westbury, IGA Retailers



Jason Valastro

29 November 2021 – Public briefing ‐ Brisbane
Office of Industrial Relations, Department of Education
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Tony James, Acting Deputy Director‐General



Tony Schostakowski, Acting Executive Director, Industrial Relations
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Appendix C – Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 Schedule 1AA Exempt shops
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

antique shop
art gallery or arts and crafts shop
aquarium, aquarium accessories or pet shop
bait and tackle or marine shop
bookseller's or newsagent's shop
bread, cake or pastry shop
butcher's shop
camping equipment shop
chemist shop
confectionery shop or ice‐cream parlour
cooked provisions shop (where the provisions are cooked or heated on the premises
immediately before sale), milk bar, restaurant, cafe or refreshment shop
delicatessen
fish shop
flower shop
fruit and vegetable shop
funeral director's premises
hairdresser's, beautician's or barber's shop
licensed premises under the Liquor Act 1992 or the Wine Industry Act 1994
nursery (plant) shop for selling garden plants and shrubs, seeds, garden and landscaping
supplies or equipment, and associated products
photographic shop
premises in relation to which a pawnbrokers licence under the Second‐hand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers Act 2003 is in force
service station
subject to section 5(4), shop of a class declared by regulation to be a class of exempt shop
shop for selling motor vehicle spare parts or motorcycle spare parts, or both
shop in an international airport terminal, cruise terminal, casino, or tourist resort on an off‐
shore island
soap shop
souvenir shop
special exhibition or display of goods (for example, an annual 3‐day caravan, camping and
fishing expo, or a one‐off launch of a new model campervans held at a shopping centre)
sporting goods shop
tobacconist's shop
toy shop
veterinary supplies shop
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Appendix D – Applications for a declaration of a ‘special event’ under section 5
of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 made since 2017
Subm iissions in response to a:p1pl ications for a Dedmration of a S1peeiilal Event
section 5 Trndi111g (Allowable Houirs} A.ct 1999
(as ire1p orted in decision1s ,o f the Queensland lndustJri"al Relations Comm iissi o:11)

1

1. Gold Coast 20118 Commonwealth Games - 3 to 17 Ap ri I 20113
National Retai I Association , Union of Employers (THt201 7126 )
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

2.

Mount liSa M'ines Rotary Rodeo - 8 to 12 August 2018 (TH/2018/1)
National Retai I Association Limited,, Union of Emp ayers [2018]1 QI RC 096
•
App lication by NRA
•
App lication for declaration granted (DP O'Con.nor).
•
App licab!e to a defined area. of Mt Ilsa.
•
No appearanoes or submiss·ons from any other parties.
o mention of voluntary work conditions in body of d ecision or as part of fom1al declaration.
•

3.

App lication made by National Retail Assooiation Limited, Union of Employers (NRA).
App lication for declaration granted (DP Swan).
App licab!e to the area of Brisbane City Heart (as defin ed by post oode 4000) and City of the Gold
Coast Lora I Government Area .
In written correspondence to, the Commission ,, both relevant Local Government Councils
(Brisbane and Gold Coast), eXJpressed their full support for the app lication made by NRA.
Tt-te Shop, Distributive an d Allied Emiployees Association (Quee11sland Branch) Un ion of
Employees (the SOA) and the State of Queensland sought leave and were granted the right to
be heard in the application. The SDA was pennitited to appear and make submissions in the
matter. DP Swan observed that leave to appear in tra.d ing hours' special event deolarartion
applications under s5 of the TAH Aot must be property sought f hmugli the Industrial Registry
rather than direct communication with a Commissio ,er.
Tt-te SDA, while not disputing the significance of the Commonwealth ,g ames, sought a limitation
on tt-te spread of allowable trading hours and also that workers be protected such that any work
during additional trad ing hou rs be voluntary. DP Swan observed that there is no discretion to set
opening and closing t imes within tt-te soope of the application. The declaration by the QIRC
i11cludes a ,condition agreed by the parties flat any work. during t t-te add itional hours as a result of
the declaration is to be voluntary.
Concerns regarding volu 11tary emiployment expressed by the SOA related to the impact of this
type ,of decision upon employees vmo are employed by non-exempt stores and the potential fo:r
them to be required to work additional hours allowed by the decis·on. In the body of the decision
(pam 28) the provisioos of s 36B of the TAH Act (i.e•_ an ernp oyer must not require an employee
to work during extended hou rs unless the employee has free ly eleoted to-work during extended
hours), were stated to be oortditions of emp loyment during extended hours although not included
as part of the formal declaration. T he matter of voluntary employment during the extended hours
was agreed to by the INRA... Upon submission by the State of,Qu:eensland DP Swan accepted that
the Commission has the jurisd iction t.1nder s539(f) of the IR Act to make such a oondition on the
declaration _

1

Extended Christmas trad ing at W es1ifield Chermside & Garden City - 20 to 21 December 2018-

(lH/201812}
Re:
•
•
•
•

National Retail Association l imited, Union of Emp loyers [2018] QIRC 118
App lication by NIR A !Intervention by Min iste r.
App lication for declaration dismissed ~DP O'Connor).
App licable ro,Westfield Chern111s'ide and Garden City.
Sought unlimited trading ,on 20 and 21 December on the basis lhat pre-,Christmas shopping was
a special re vent. Commission did not accept the status of a special e vent but viewed it on ly as an
attempt to move for that year extended trading arrangements already allowed by the T AIH Ad~
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4.

Chinohilla Melon Festival - 14 to 117 February 20119 (TH/20 1911 ),
National Retai I Association Limi'led , Union of Employers [2019] QI RC 026
•
App lication by NRA
•
App licatioo for declaration granted (Commissioner Knight),.
•
App licable to a defined areia of Ohind1illa.
•
SDA sou:ght and was granted leave to be h;eard in the matter.. S[)A submissions related to
importance of preserving protections for employees who if the application was g1ranted may be
required to work increased hours.
•
Voluntary employment - In body of decision (para. 27), it is stated that the sl atUJl:ory protectior.s set
out at s 36B of the TAH Act will app ly for employees engaged by non-exempt shops during the
nominated period .. At hearing SIDA indicated in those circu mstances it was willing to- have the
application proceed.

5-.

Burdekin Annual Show (Ayr) - 2i6 .!J'une 2019 (TH/201912)
National Retai I Associatio 1 Limi'led , Union of Employers [2019] QI RC 095
•
App lication by NRA
•
App lication for declaration granted (DP Merr,ell).
•
App licab!e to a defined area of Ayr.
No person made application seeking leave to be heard.
•
No mention of vdlu ntary work oonditions in body of decision or as part of fonnal declaration.
•

6,_ M'ount f,sa Rotary Rodeo - 7 to 11 August 2019 (TH/201913)
National Retai I Association Limi'led , Union of Employers [2019] QI RC 112
•
App lication by NRA
•
App licatioo for declaration granted (VP O 'Connor).
•
App licab!e to a defined area of Mt l:Sa.
•
Voluntary emp oyment - In body of decisioo (para. 8) it is stated that 1he Austra lian Workers' Unioo
of Employees (Queensland) (the AWU) in oorrespo 1denre indicated that it did not intend to seek
leave to appear but raised 1he app lication of s 36B of 1he TAH Act which provides that an emiployer
must l101: r,equire a ,current emp oyee to work during extended hours (suoh as would result if the
application was granted ) unless th;e employee agrees, in writi ng, to work. during extended hours.
Such oonditions rere not made part ,of th;e Commission's dedaration ..

7.

8 risbane Festival - 5 to 29 September 2019 (TH/201914}
National Retail Assoc·ation Limi'led , Union of Employers [2019]1QIRC U7
•
App lication by NRA
•
App licatioo for declaration granted (Commissioner Dwyer).
•
App licab!e to a defined area of Brisbane.
•
The SDA sought and was granted leave to be heard on the application and su bsequenffy made
submissions and appeared in th;e matte r.
•
The decision states that while the SDA questioned the need for a declaration in their wriltefll
submissions, they did not disagree that the Brisbane Festival was a sigt1ificant e vent locally .. lit
was apparent f rom their submissior.s that the SDA was predominately asking the Commission to
make a vig,orous assessment of th is appli cation and to apply apprqpriate limitations and
protecitions for its members. The SDA issues with respect to 1he application were limited to the
geographic soope of th;e application and the need for protect ior.s for their members that were
,consistent with the proteotions set out for e mployees in s 3£B of the Aot.
•
By agreement of the parties the geographical range of the order was sign ificantly reduced from
the who!e of the Brisbane City Council area to a number of named BOC wards (Central , Gabba,
Morningside, Coorp0roo, Tennyson, Walter T aylorand Paddi119ton) and to Hamillton North Shore
Ariea (sufficient to oover the geographic scope ,o f events during the fest ival). Although not agreed
by the parties the Commission also decided to not include Westfield Chennside,. Carindale and
G0rden City shopping centres in the area.to which the declaration was applicable ..
•
Voluntary emp oyment - lln body of decision ~.ara 14) the NRA indica.'led that it had no d ifficulty
with an order including protecitions for erllployees cor.sistent with s 36B of the T AH Act. The
Commission's deolaration s1:ates
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~5.. The sfalufory protections sei oul al s 368 of the Ad Wlll apply fo a!J employees engaged by
non-exempt shops oover:ed by this declaration during the nominated period".
8.. Gold Coast 600 Motor Raoe - 2.5 to 21 Ocitober 20t9 (TH/2019/5)
National RetaiI Association Limited ,, Union of Employers [2019] QI RC t50
•
App lication by NIRA.
•
App lication for declaration granted {Commissioner Dwyer).
•
App licab e to a defined area of the Golcl Coast
•
T t.e SDA sought and was granted l,eave to be heard on the appflcation and subsequently made
submissions and appear,ed in f h;e matter.
In their submissions the SDA cautioned that a vigorous assessment of applications of th is nature
•
needs to be made and to apply appropriate limitations and protections for its members .. To this
end, the SIDA sulbmitted that the GC600 was not a · unique or infrequent event of local, state or
national significance· . The SDA also took issu:e wi1h the geographical scope of 1he order souglht
being too wide. T t.e NRA oonceded t h:is and indicated a willingness to reduce it to have a northern
boundary at Hope rsland.
•
Th;e Commission decided that the G0600 v.ras a speoial event for the purposes of s 5 of the TAIH
Act as it is a unique event ,of local and State significance but that 1he area to whioh 1he declaration
was to•apply 'i.l'll'aS the geograph ic area contained within 1he boundaries of the Coomera River,
T allebu:dgern,Creek., the 1M 1 Motmway and the coastline betwee 1 the moultl of the Goornera River
and T allebu:dgera Creek .
•
Voluntary employment - Formal declaration includes ~4 .. The statutory proieclions set out at s 36B

of the ht will apply lo al! emplorees engaged by non-.exempt shops co-v:e.r:ed by this declaration
during the nominated period»_
9.

Toowoomba Royal Show- 26 to 28 M!arrn 2020 (TH/2020!1),
National RetaiI Associatio:n Limited ,, Union of Emp oy,ers [2020] QI RC 0311
•
App lication by NIRA.
•
App licatioo for declaration granted {DP Merr,ell).
•
App licab e to a defined area of Toowoomba reduced by the NRA to the Toowoomba CBD and
suburbs adjacent or close to it
•
T t.e SDA sought and was granted leave to be heard on 1he appflcation and subsequenffy made
submissions and appeared in f h;e matter.
•
T h:e S DA opposed the ma.k!i n.g ,of the declaration sought lit submilited that the application does not
afford t he Commission an absolute discretion to,grant t he declaration and that it is imiperative the
C ommissiorw igorously assess ancl only dedare an event a •.. _u nique or infrequent event of local,
State or national significan ce' wh:en the fa:citual cirou:mstances and evidence strongly dictate that
,ciroumstance ..T h:e SDA's concern was thats 5,applications will be used to suggest that any event,
no•matter of what significance held in any area v.~11prooedurally be declared and hence all retacl
stores in the proximity of any event mll be afforded the ,expa11iSion of hours to t h;ose ,o f an exempt
shop (i ..e. no irnits),.
•
T t.e SDA sulbmitted that while the T AIH Act describes the matters the Commission must oonsider
when making a determination aboUJI: wheth:er an event is a 'special event', there is a deficiency
wiltl i11 the T AIH Act vmereby the Gommiss·on has rm g u:id!ance or any reference to considerations
for matters suoh as llie necessity of no 1-ex:em pt shops to actually trade as exempt shops during
1he special eve , t, the impact a d eclaration has on em,ployees ,of shops affected by the granting
of suoh a declaration and the necessity to limit any retail hours during the speoial event period. In
res?Qnse to these submissions DP Merrell stated that he had not had argument from the parties
about whet t.er such matters are relevant in determini n.g whether or not to declare an ev,ent to be
a special event,, having regard toth;e subjec,t matter, soope and purpose ofth;e TAH Act and that
in the absence of that argu ment, these questions should be left to- anolh,e r day ..
•
As part of its submission the SDA stated that an application of this type ,gives 1he Commission a
significant power to declare a 'non-exemipt shop' to be an 'exempt st.op' for a specified event and
1hat such a declaration extends the possillle trading hours or no n-exemipt shops and has
signifi cant im;pacits on em ployees and its members. As a resullt, emip oyees may be required to
work 'ex:tendecl hours' as defi ned under t h;e TAH Act v.~thout the requisite protecitions 0. e.
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•

•

•

•
•

voluntary work only) afforded to e1r1ployees of t1on-exen-1pt shops pursuant to s 36 B of Ute TAH
Act.
The SIDA contended that Ute Commission had to some ,e::dent set a precedent i111 relation to the
protection of employees in nan-exempt shofJS regarding exilended trading hours. The SIDA
referred to the decision of Swan DP in the Commonwea lth Games declaration where her Honour
stated that the rights and corujitio111s ofe1r1ployment by employees engaged by non-exe1r1pt stor,es,
would be retained during the period of th,e declara.tion made in the that case. In that case her
Honoo r in oorporated the meaning of s 36 B ,o f the T AH Act into her deois;on as a co:ndit ·on applying
ID those non-exempt emp oyees working during the extended trad ing hours during the nomirrated
period for the Games a lthouglh the cond ition d.d not form part of the declaration itself.
The SDA submitted that the Commission can provide at1cillary ,orde rs to any declarafon made
1hat a protection from working extended hours shou ld be provided to emp loyees in all affected
shops.
IDP Merrell raised with the SDA and the INRA the source of the power for the Commission to make
such an ancillary order .. In its further submissions,. the SIDA submitted that the Commission had
previoLJSly considered and ordered such protections and that Ute Commission should a lso tak.e
into aooount the ' .... agreement by all parties that suoh protections ar,e app licab e in the
,circumstances' and that the Commission may be guided by the prnc.edent set by previous or ers
made by the Commission (e.g .. Commonwealth Games 2018, God Coast 600 2019 and Brisbane
Festival 2019),..
The NRA made rm further sulbmissions about the issue.
IDP Merre ll was not persuaded the Commission has the power to make suoh an order as sought
by the SID A It was aocepted that there is a lo:ngrstanding prin c\p!e that where the exercise of
pov,rer is conferred by statute, the oonferral of suoh power is said to carry with it the powers that
are 'necessary far, 'incidental' to or 'oons.equ:enf u,pon the exercise of that power ,granted .. IDP
Merrell was not persuaded that an order of the kind sou:ght by the SIDA is indispensab e to, fairty
it1cide11tal to or oonsequential upon the statutory power to mak.e a declaration under s 5(2) of the
T AIH Act. The deoision stated that none of these oolliSiderations, or any other source of power for
the Commission ID make an order of llie kind sought by the SDA, appeared to have been argued
before Swan DP in the Gommoowealth Games 2018 case .

10. fownsvil e 400 Motor Raoe- 29 to 30 August 2020 (TH/202013),
National RetaiI Associatioo Limited , Union of Emplo1 ers [2020] QIRC 112
•
App licrnion by NIRA.
•
App licrnioo for declara.t ion g1ranted (Commissioner Mclennan).
•
App licab e to a defined area of TowlliSville.
•
The SDA sou:ght and was granted leave to be heard on the application and su bsequentty made
submissions and appeared in the matter.
The AWU did not seek leave ID be formally heard but did make a written sub miss-on stating that
•
the Commission should take into colliSideration all matters referr,ed to in s 5, of the T AH Act and
wheither there is any neoessity for a non-exem,pt shqp to be redefined as an exe~ pt shop for th,e
purpose ,o f such application and that if t he applicafon was granted it should elliSure that a[I
em,ployees in the affected shops receive a proteotion from working extended trading hows by
reason of s 36B o f the T AH Act_
•
The SDA submissions re-stated the COf1 cems expressed in the 20 19 Toowoomba Royal Show
application (see aboV1e), regarding vigorous assessment of the application at1d voluntary
e m,ployment conditions.
Commissioner Mclennan stared his agreement tt'le SDA's sulbmiss·ons that" .. .it is imperative the
•
Commission vigorously assess ... " such appli cations for extended trading hou:rs and that suoh
d ecision should not be ta ken lightly. B Lrt in circumstances where the expelienoo of past years
d emonstrates the Townsville 400 event is one of sporting sign_ifica nee , with economic and tourism
benefits to the regiooa l eoon.omy, the application was accepted.
•
Regarding voluntary emp oyment oonditions,. Ute NRA indicated their acceptanoe of th,e unions'
proposal. Commissioner McLennan sta.red his absolute agreement that su:ch prorections
(referencing s36B ,o f the T A!H Act), for affected employees am appropriare , applicable and
necessary in these circumsrances and emphasised the good sense ,o f l,eaving ea.ch affected reita~
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worker to make their own decisioo aboUlt Vilhe1her o:r not to aooept ..my additional hours that may
be offered to them. However, t10se conditions were not made part of the fonnal declara.'lion.

11 . Brisbane Festival - 4 to 26 September 2020 (TH/2021:114-),
National RetaiI Association Limited ,, Union of Employers [2019]1QI RC 154
•
App licatioo by NIR A
•
App lication for declara.'lion grarnted (Commissiooer Dwyer).
•
App licab e to a dlefined ar,ea of Brisbane redluced from City of Bris bane to the Central m1d Gabba,
Wards on.ly (sufficient to cover the geograph ic scope of events during the festival).
•
T he SDA sought and was granted leave to be heard on fue appffication and subsequentty made
submissions and appeared in the matter.
•
T he SDA was broadly opposed to,the application submitting that the Commission should make a
vigorous ass,essment of the application and apply apprqpriate limitations in protection of it's retail
worker members (i ..e. voluntary ellliployment protections under s36B of the TAH Act),. The NRA
was not qpposed to the making of a voluntary employ ment order_
•
T he Commission statecl 1hat i111 response to the sulbmissions of the SDA it is not oonvinoed that
the Commission has fie discretionary power under Ute T AH Aot to make an order aiboLJI: voluntary
emiployment and fherefore deolined to make such an order. Commission fu rfu,e r stated :
"[3.2] In doing so, I note thats 36B is not lhe only pmtection available to employees who may
find lhemselv.es subject lo duress or coercion ,e tc: with 17espect to being dirrecled lo work during
exlended hours_There are any number of soenarios wher;e an employee mjght reasonably and
la wfutfy refuse such a direction or seek prolection ava1labfe under other statutes or
instruments.
{33J I hasten· to add that if th e, SDA identifies any cases of ils me,mbers being compelled to
work in,v;ofuntari1y during ,extended hours, such evidence is likely to be a relevant consideration
in fufu17e applications of this lype .. I would e•xpe.ct that the NRA will ensure that its members
appreciate•fhat while•the pmfections for empfoyees under s 36B are not appficabfe during the
period of the exemption~ they aught to conducl themsel,v;e s as if they were_ n
12 ..Toowoomba, Carnival of Flowers - 18- to 27 September 2.020 (TH/2.02015)
National Ret.iiil Association Limited ,, Union of Employers [2020]1QIRC 168
•
App lication by NIR A
•
App lication for declaration grarnted (Commissimer Hartigr3n),.
•
App licab e to a defined area, of Too1N0omba_
•
T he SDA sought and v.ras granted leave to be heard on fue appfication and subsequentty made
submissions and appeared in the matter.
•
T he parties eaoh raised matters in their sulbmissions which ,g o beyond 1he matters required by s
5(3)( a} -of the TAH Act (e _,g. submissior.s from fhe S DA on the neoessity of additional trading hours
for business or patrons, whefhe.r additional hours. for t h:e shop is far the event or merely during
fie event, eitc).. Seotion 5'(3} does oot provide that in deciding whether or not to make the
declaration,, the Commission mus,t have regard on.ly to the matters specified in that seotion.
However,, any other matters th!at the Commission is bound to oons·der must be determined by
i mpliratio111 from the subject matter, soope and purpose of fu,e TAH Aot
•
Whilst the parties each raised matters regarding the benefit (or conversely,, potential detriment)
to be derived from the declaration and the suffioiency or otherwise of the current trading hours,
1hey did so without '.d entifying how these matters are a relevant ,consideration to the deitennination
to be made by the Commission, having regard to fhe s ulbj,ect matter, s,cope and purpose of the
TAH Act Accordingly, the sub missions made by the parti,es d:id not establish the exilent to which
those olh,e r matters are relevant to consideration of the application.
•
T he SDA also sulbmitted that the Commission provide to all employees in a111y aftected stores,, as
part of the declaration , a p:rotectioo from worikJing extended hours by reason of s 36B o f the T AIH
Act, to alloor work in ext:erided hours to be voluntary. The Commission st3ted that it was not
persuaded that it has the pov,rer to grant fie reri,ef sought by the SDA a11d decl ined to make the
order sought At the request of the Commission,, no source of power to make such ai1 ,o rder was
able to be ide 11ified by Ute SDA. Reference was made ba.ck to a similar deoiscon of DP Merrell irn
the Toowoo:mb.a Royal Show declaration (see above).
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13.. Australian Football league Grand Final - 24 to 25 October 2020 (THf2020/6)
National RetoliiI Associolition Limited,. Union of Employers [2020]1QI RC H7
•
App lication by NIRA.
•
App licatio11 for declaration granted (Commissioner Mclennan).
•
App licable to a defined area of Brisbane encompassing the Central and Gabba. Wards.
•
The SDA sought and was granted leav,e to be heard an the application and suhsequentty made
submissions and appeared i11 the matter.
•
The SDA sulbmiss·ons reiPeated many of the argu ments from earlier applications regarding
vigorous assessment and questioning the necessity for extended hours r,elated to the special
event It was addlitio11ally stated that there was anecdotal eviden ce f rom retail employees that
stores do not generally imp ement the ,extended hours despite the INRA's suggestion that these
applications are desired by retailers.
•
The SDA expressed concern that e°'ployees working during the extended hours g,ranted shou Id
do so only on the bas·s of volunteering to do the work.. The INRA gave an undertak.i11g in the
application 1hat work would be on a voluntary basis in accordance M th s36 B of f1e T AH Aot
Commissioner Melen nan stated in the decision f1at such proteciions for affeoted emp oyees are
appropriate, applicable andl necessary andl any additional work during extended hours will be on
a voluntary basis as per secition 3613 .o f the TAJH Act. Reference was made to the decision of DP
Swan in the Commonwealth Games 2018 case.
14. Bris Asia Festival - 12 to 14 February 2021 (TH/202111 )
National RetaiI Association Limited,. Union of Employers [2021] QI RC 029
•
App lication by NIRA.
•
App licalioo dismissed (Commissioner IMdLennan),.
•
App licable to a defined area ,o f Brisbane Ce ,tra l Ward covering the area of Brisbane CBD, Bo,,.,ren
Hi[ls, New Farm and Milton.
•
The SDA sought and was granted leav,e to be heard on the appkation and suhsequently made
submissions and appeared in the matter.
•
At the hearing of this matter, the NRA tab led a short letter of support from Lord Mayor Adrian
Sohrinner in which he stated:
"'Coune11 supports liberafising trading hours generaily and supports this application specilicafly.
We believe that increased access to trading hours dunng major e~ents and oefebralions is
criticai to helping businesses reoover frnm the recent economic downturn and enhances
Brisbane's reputation as a riveabfe and prosperous city. ~
•
The NIRA also handed up a letter of su,pport far the application from Queens Plaza Centre
Manageme.nt.
•
The NRA also stated f1at the application dates had been further revised down to a rarig:e of 12 U February 202.1 inol usive•. The co°'pressed dates of the appli cat ion were sa id to ,coinoide with
1he L unar New Year ce ebrations in the 202 1 event program rn 11,e Ohrnatown Ma ll and the greater
CBD, with the major event ocourring in the Ohrnatown Mall on 13 February 2021.
•
The NRA advised that the application was envisaged to effect speoifically the attendants of
Queens Plaza and assooiated businesses in the Edwards Street strip. It was confirmed that the
location of the sole festival event rn the Brisbane Ward is in the Ch inatown Mall and not in the
immediate vicinity of Qu:eens Plaza, but was instead potentially a walk of t5 - 20 minutes. The
lunar New Year event in the Chinatown M!all was sched ulled to run from 6 - 9 pm.
•
The SDA opposed the application submitting that the INRA's a,ppflcatian does not afford the
Commission an abso!IJl:e discretion to grant the dedarnlioo and that it is impe rative the
Commission vigorously assess aml on ly declare an event a ~unique or infrequent event of Local,
State or National significance" whe, the factual circums,tanoes andl evidence strongly dicitate that
circumstance .. In its oral submissions the SDA maintained objection to the NRA's application 011
1he grounds it is questionable as to whether the event is 'significant' within 1he parameters of the
l,egislation.
•
The SDA su brnissions strongly advocated for the voluntary nature of work in any extended hours
1hat may be granted through the application. The NIRA's submified that any additional work during
exitended hours wilI be on a voluntary basis as per section 36B ,o f the T AH Act.
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The Gommiss-on in its decision stated thatthe 13risAsia Festival was an unique or i111frequent event
of local, State or national significance and had oulltuml,. religious or siporting sign ifiran ce_
However, it was n:ot corw inced that it was an event significant to the eoonomy and the tourism
i n:dus,try _
The Commission noted the posilion of the r RA in relation to the tenants of Queen's Plaza and
was critical o f basing the application on an expectation fllat potential ,c ustomers would walk 15-20 nninutes from the Ohinatown Mall at the conclusion o f the nnajor festival event to shop at
Queen's P aza_T he Commission was also oritira l as the NRA maintained the area sought for the
d eclaration as the whole of the Centra l Ward when they had indicated lihat it was tenants ,of
Queen's P laza that would be most affected if Ute a,ppl i cation v.ras granted_
The Commission also•stated that the letter of support from Brisba n:e City Council on ly ouflines
Gou111cil 's view o f trading hours broad ly_ It does not p:rovide speoific evidenoe or any d etailed
submission of the scgnificanoe of the event in particular - the mandatory criteria that infom1s
consideration of such appli cationcS ..
In concluding its decision to dism iss the Comnniss-on stated:
l 49] __.. __ I entirely agfiee with the SDA 's comments that it is imperativ:e fhe Commission
vigornu.siy assess such applications for exlended trading hours and that such decision should
not be lak,en lightly.. The BnsAsia e ~ent is of some cultural and r:e!igious significance,_.Howe'r.ler,
in such ciroumsfances "ther:e the e.Y:pelience of past years (e v;en pre~GO VI.D) demonstrates
dwindling attendan ce, numbero, flow-0n ,e conomic anrJ tourism benefits to the economy are
uniikeJy to be rearised as a msuit of the BrisAsia Festival_"

15.. Rooky INlats- 3 to 5 April 2021 (TH/202 112),
Re:. OQ American Motorcyc es Pty Ltd HA Rooky Harley Davidson [2.02:1] QIRC 109
•
App lication by OQ American Motorcydes Pty Ltd trading as Rocky Har ley Davidson (represented
by Motor T rad,es Assooiation of Quee11sland),.
•
•
•
•

•

App lication related on ly to a single b1JSiness premises to qperate extended hours o ver the Easter
w eekend public holidays to service the 2021 Rocky INlats car an:d motorb-ke festival event
App lication ,granted (Connmissioner Hartigan )
The SOA sought and v.ras granted leave to oe heard on the application and su bsequentty made
subm issions and appeared i11 f he nnatter_
The S DA objected to the application on the basis that the RookyNats is not ,o f sufficient
signifi canoe to be declared a special event and that the application did not provide guidanoe ,or
any reference to considerations on su ch matters as t he necessity for non-exemipt shops to
aotually trade as exempt shops during Ute special event, the impacts such a declaration has on
emiployees of shops effected by the grounding of such a declara.tion a.,,d the necessity to ffi mit any
retails hours during the special event period_
The SDA also sub nnitted that in the event a declaration is g1ranted, that the Commission provide,
as part of such declaration, an expression as to fue imiportance of work v.~thin extended hours
remaining voluntarily_ Commissio:ne.r Hartigan stated he v.ras not persuad,ed that th,e Commission
has the power to grant the re.Iief souglht by the S DA and therefore declined to make the declaration
sought by the SDA

16.. Chinchilla Show - 21 to 22 IMay 2021 (TIH/202113)
National Retail Association Limited., 11.Jnion of Employers [2020]1 QIRC 155
•
App lication by NRA
•
App lication for declara.t ion granted (Commissioner Dwyer)_
•
App licable ro,a d,efined area of Ohinchilla_
•
The SOA sought and v.ras granted leave to be heard on the application and su bsequentty made
subm issions and appeared i11 the nnatter_
•
No objeotions were rece ivied to Ute declaration from the Chinch illa area \.\Vith the Western Dov.ms
Regiona l Council appea ri ng in the hearing but maintaini11g an essentially neUilral stance .. Although
the appflcation was oot pmmipted by oral retailers the Comnnission noted this v.ras not a prerequisite for the application ID·suoceed _
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Submissions from the SDA broadly ,concentrated 011 emphasising the preservation of protections
afforded to ,em(Ployees whose em(Ployment, by reason of 1he declaration, would temporarily be in
'exempt shops' ra.tiler than 'non..,exempt' shops potentially in:creasing 1heir hours of work_
Tt.e Commission stated it was comfortable that the TAH Aot sets olllt at s 36B adequate IJ)fOtecti011
for retail efll\ployees potentially ifll\paoted by the a(Pplicatioo bein:g granted and that it was not
efll\powered to make orders incorporating those provisions .. The Commission noted Ul!fllt during
1he proceedings, th;ere was dear consent by the parties,that efll\ployees affected by a ,granting of
1he application, whose hours may extend outside the normal range as prescribed bytt.eir Certified
Agreements and Awards, would on ly be required to v.rork those add itional hours on a voluntary
basis_

17.. Proserpine Show - 18 to 119 Ju111e 2[121 (llH/2[12114)
National Retail Association Limited , Union of Employers [202 11]1QIRC 1'97
• App lication by NIRA.
• App lication for declara.tion granted (Commissioner Pidgeoo)_
• App licab e to a defined area of Proserpine.
• Th;e SDA sought and v.ras granted leave ID be heard an 1he appri cation and subsequently made
submissions and appeared in th;e matter_
• Tt.e SDA's objected to Ute application .. The SDA belie\i1e the app ication may benefit major
retailers however is likely to put sign ificant pressure on th;e availability required ,of retail workers
and removes the ,oofll\petitive advantage of late-night trading whioh is relied upon by small
business m•mers .
• Tt.e SDA submitted that the existing protections ar,e not always adequate in preventing the reality
of pressures in stor;e where a worker may wish to dee irte work during the period of the eve 1t.
However, Commissioner Pidgeon stated that protections ,exist under s3613 of the TAIH Act and
1here are mechanisms for complaints to be made or dislJ)uteS n:otified where the prntectioos are
not adhered to_The NIRA noted the volunt ary nature of work should tile dedarntion be made_
18.. Mt Isa Show - 18 ID 2[1 June 2021 (llHl2021 /5)
National RetaiI Association Limited , Union of Employers [202 1]1QI RC t99
• App lication by NIRA.
• App lication for declaration granted (Commissio 1er !<night),_
• App licab e to a defined area. of IMt f,sa..
• Tt.e SDA sought and was granted leave ID be heard an 1he a,ppli cation and subsequently made
submissions and appeared in the matter_
•
In respect of the signifi canoe to 1he economy and tourism of making a declaration, th;e SDA argued
1he te rm "sign:ificance· was not intended to be used as an unmeasured ben:chmark available to
1he NRA to point to any cu ltura l, religious or sporting aspect •of an event ID satisfy a.n a(Pplication
for extended tradrn,g_ The SIDA argues a reasonal:>le u rtderstanding of tile legislation rould be it
applies ""1ere an event is of such significanoe it creates the real possib-lity of retail opportLJ1nities
in th;e exte 1ded hours· _ The SDA C011tended that on · nearly e\i1ery occa&.i011· where similar
applications have been granted, exempt shops have not opened for longer periods_
• Widiin the proceedings, the SIDA requested 1he Commission reflect, in any dedaration made, 1he
importance of extended v.rork hours being vdluntary.. lln support of its position, the SDA argued
1he existing protecitions (s36B of 1he TAH Act) are not always adequate i111 prevel1ting a breakdown
of relationsh\ps, in store where a request ID work add itional hours is rejected by th;e efll\ployees_
Th;e NRA referred to its members' assurances that any requ irement to work additional hours will
be ,on a voluntary basis arid that retailers will only trade in line with customer expecitations_
Commissione Knight did not oonsider that the Commission has tile power to make a dedarati011
of the type so:uglht by the SDA but was comfortable that both the NRA and the SDA 'ililill tak:e 1he
appropriate steps to remind their respeotive members of th;e voluntary nature of any additional
hours v.rorked during the period, along with the statutory proteotions afforded ID emp loyees as set
out at s 3613 of the TAH Act
• Commissioner !<niglht aocepted that given the remoteness of M'ount Isa and the large distances
out of tovm visitors, •OOfll\petitors and exh ibitors will no doubt be required to travel in order to attend
1he Show, an this occasion 1her,e is some merit to the NRA's submission as to. the value in
extending the period for which the declaration applies ID include 20 Jlune 2021 (the day after
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closure of the show),,, such fhat both visitors and locals more broadly can tak:e advantage of
exilended t rading hours over what will no doubt be a particularly busy period.
19. Bowen Show - 22 June 2021 (TH/2021/6)
Re: National Retail Association l imited, Union of Employers [21121] QilRC 217
•
App lication by NIR A
•
App lication for declara ·on granted (Commissioner Mclennan).
•
App licable to a defined area of Bowen .
•
The SDA soUJght and v.ras gra111ted leave to be heard on the application and subsequentty made
submissions and appe0red in the matter.
•
The SDA repeated the submissions made in the Mt Isa 2021 cas,e (see above) regardi rig the
significance of faotors in making a declaration. Additionally, the SID A noted that the appli cation
did not demonstrate rea I necessity for extended trading by major retailers and thus undermined
the existing trading regime by introdUJcing increased oompetition for small traders already all™ red
to trade exilended hours .
•
The SDA's submissions sou:ght to proteot Ute vdluntary nab.Ire of any work to be performed within
the exte 1ded hours, in the event that the application was granted .. The union submitted that
existing p oteclions around voluntary work available under statutes or other ins,t ruments am not
always adequate in preventing the reality of other relation:al pressures in store.
•
The SDA also argued that local retail workers should equally be ab!e ID e 1joy the pUJbl"c holiday
on the day of the Bowen Show, after being engaged in essa1tial front- ine work for their
community over the last year and a half...without the pressure of an expectation to work it.
•
The NRA indicated their acoeptanoe of the proposition that work du ring extended hou rs as a result
of a declaration should be vo lUJntary only emphasising their commitment 1hat whi1st the
Commission may not be afforded the discretionary powers ID preserve the rights proteoted by
s36B of the T AH Act, any add itional work during extended hours wi I continue to be 011 a voluntary
basis. Commissioner Melen.nan stated that he absdl UJtely agree that such protections for affected
er11ployees are appmpriate, applicable and necessary in these circumstanoos.
20 .. Burdek.in Show (Ayr) - 23 June 2[121(TH/202'UJ )
National Retail Association !Limited, Un ion of Employers (2021 Burdekin Show case) [2021] QI RC 220
•
App lication by NIR A
•
App lication for declaration granted (DP Merr,e ll ).
•
App licab!e to a defined area of Ayr.
•
The SDA sou:ght and was gra111ted leave to be heard on the appli cation and subsequently made
submissions and appeared in the matter_
•
The SDA opposed the application . Ms Armstrong, on behalf of the SDA, repeated the arguments
made i11 the Mt Isa 202 1 and Bowen Show 2021 cases (see above) regarding the significanoe of
factors in making a declaration. Additiona[ly, the SDA arg,u:ed it is not enough for an event to have
cultural, relig ious or sporting significanoe without some other rompeHing argument (e,g . economic
significance) to disrurb the eXJisting regime (referenoe was made to the decision of Commissioner
Mclennan in dismissing the appli cation in the BrisAsia 202 1 case - s,ee above ).
•
The SOA a Isa argu:ed that the Commission shoUJld ronsider that 23 June 2021 is a showlpublic
holiday which shoUJld b e enjoyed by 1he local reitail workers who have engaged in essential frontIine work for their community over the last year and a half. The public holiday represents an
opportunity for the community to come together after the impact of the pandemic in 2020 and
retaiI work.e rs should have the op portUJnity to enjoy the pUJblic holiday without the pressure of an
expectation to work on that day. It was also submitted that the NRA applicafon did not provide
enough information on popUJlatioo in Ayr, numbers afiending the show and the need for larg:e
shops ID open on the show day. Without such information it was sub mitted that the Commission
d"d not have enou:g'.h information to make a decision.
•
The SDA's arguments were not acoepted by DP Merrell. Referenoe was made to the declaration
of a special event in the Burdek:in Annual Show 20t9 case. DP Merrell stated that the same
reasons presently exist (in 2021) as to the unique local significance of the Burdekin Show, the
cultural significanoe of 1he B urdek:i n Show and the signifi canoe of the Burde-kin Show to the
economy and tourism industry in and arou 1d Ayr.
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The SDA further submitted fflat existing protections around volu111rary work available under
statutes or other instruments are not always adequate in preventing the reality of other relational
pressures in store. [)p Merrell stated that as tlas bee11 noted by deoisions of members of ffle
Commission about similar applications, the legislature has made it an offence for an employer to
require an emiployee to v.rorl!c dluring extended hours u n.less the employee has freely elected to
work du ring the e:llJtended hou rs (s36B of the TAH Act}.

21. ChartersTowersShow - 25to27 July 202 1 (TH/202118}
Re: National Retail Association, Un io 1 ofEm,ployers
•
App lica1ion by NRA.
•
App lica1ioo for declaration granted (Commissioner Hartigan}.
•
App licable to a defined area of Ohmiters Towers ..
•
The S[)A and AWU sought and were ,granted leave to be heard an the a,ppli cation and
subsequently made submissions and a,ppeared in the matter.
•
The SDA made general wrifien submissior,s with respec,t to 1he ,operation of the T AH Act. The
decision's deso~ption ,of those submissions are repeated here in full as it is oonsidered they
repr,esent a summary of boffl the submissions particular to this case and a summary of
submissions made oons iste111tly by the SDA in previous cases.
"Those submissions, in summa1y, include, as toflows:
(a) whr1.st s 5(3J of the Act ,describes matters the Commission· must consider when making a
determination whether lo decJ.at:e an event to be a ~spe.ciaf event", there is a d eficiency
"iilhin the Ad tor not providing guidance or any refefience lo considerations on such
matters as:
(i) the necessity of non--exempt shops to actually trade as exempt shops during the
special event
(ii} the impad such a deciaration has on employees of shops effected by the granting of
such a declaration;
(iii) the nece,s sity to limit any retails hours during the special event petiod.
(b) recommendations arising oul of the Offioe of rndustriai R~fations t:eview in December
2016, staled that a change to the trading hours fegislalion· was considered in terms of
assisting lounsm by spe-cifically providing ~shops oper ating within a designated area
amu:nd and during international spe.cial evenls (example· Commonweatlh Garnes) and for
local tesfivals to be abie to be, declared exempt from trading hours regulation after
oonsideration of an application to the QJRC and the QIRC '1Ni11 de.cide the appropriateness
and time frame tor the exemption-~;
(c) the review recommem:Jations wet:e nol intended to make· every ,event significant oor to
make aff non-exempt activities in a locauon near an- event free from trading regulation and
that these types of applications at:e simpfy a false suggestion by the NRA lhal ther e is a
neoessil'y for de-regulation of trading hours to assist the economy and tourism without
appmving the actual necessity for extending trading hours in· the events or into the future;
(d) the application by the NRA raises concems around the immediate and long-term
oonsequences for the SHA 's members including_·
(i) whefie s 5 applications ar;e used to suggest the significance of any eiv;ent without
demonstrating real necessity for ,extending trading by major reta11ers, the application
undermines the existing trading regime. This consequence may benefit some major
relaifers but is likely lo put significant preswt:e on the availability requir:e d of retail
workers in the fufut:e and remove·s the compelifiv,e advantage of late night trading
relied upon by many smarr business owners and operators.
(ii} the exisfing protections around voluntary w ork a vaifabfe under statutes or other
insfmments are not al ways adequate in preventing tl1e reaiily or other relational
pressufies in store. Whilst i t is ideal to hypothesise additional hours will be avaifabie
to those employees who request work, empfoy;ers usually direct employees to work a
partiwlar rosier for lhe m!evant period on the basis of operational needs or
requifiements. The SDA submits that it is regularly informed by its members lhat they
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expen'ence relationship ,oreak.down and other consequences if thos e rosters are
declined, regardless ofthe reason for declining.
(e) due to Uie current situation in Queerw·mmi relating to Covid-19, iHhe event does proceed,
the SDA is ,n ot confident it wifJ hold the same fevef or si,gnificaRce it has tn previous years.
It submits nis likely the ,e conomic and tourism interests of the a!iea would be better serv-ed
by mtnimisin_g any unnec.essary gathertn_
g opportunities such a-s shopping at Woo fwolths
in extended hours, fo avoid increasing fears of community transmission. Th e SDA aJso
submits that .the current situation vifh Covfd-19 is very fikeJy to have a signific.am impact
on any d01nestic tourism in the month of July and fhis will not only reduce artetidance
numbers af the event, but locals to the area are accustomed fo the existing regime and
wifl not lwve an expe.cfation of additional sJmppin_
g opportunities;
(f) it is submitted that if the event does proceed~ the existing uadillfl regime is sufficient for
the period of the Charters J;owers Show and that the appficatton does not serw any
_
genuine nee,d of patrons attending the ev,e nt;
(g) tlie term "significance" was not inte.n d'e d to be used as an unmeasurad be'l'rchmark
avaifable to fh e RA to point to any cuffural, refigious or sporting aspect of an event to
satisfy an appfi catton for extended trading."
The S OA also req,uested th a tll,e irnp,ortance of wolik w ith in Ute extended! hou rs as remain ing
1.ml1rntaiy shol!J td be expressed i111any orneir ma-de by the Commission.
The Comlilliss ion did not aocept t11.e a r,g.uments of U1e SIDA , deter mirn ing that the Cll,a rters Towers
Show is significant to the economy a:nd tourism of C harteirs Towers and decJari11.g1the C hart ers
Towers Show ai s:pec.ial eve:nt
T he SDA requested file im1Po rta11.ce of vo luntary work within th,e exie11ded hom s be exprassed in
,my orner made by tll,e Oomrn issiorn . T me AWU a,p;peared at the heari ng a111d soug ht to ern1P has ise
the o perarlion .md e,ffect of s 36B of Ute TAH Act which pmviclHs tihat a1111 ern1P loyer must not requ ire
an employee to wort during extended hours unless til e employee 11:as freell'f ellected to wmt
d:m irng extended hours. Refer,erme was rnade to the loowoorinba Camival of F lowers 2020
d:ecra ration in which th e Corn milssion stated tlliait it is not p,ersuaded filat it mas the powe r to gra111t
fil e relief sought by th e SDA a1rn d dealinecl to rna ke th e ordeir sought (thait 2020 case referred back
to a simif:ar d'edsco111 of DP Merrell in Ute Toowoornba Royal Show 2020 declaral!ion - see above).
Gomllil issio:ner Hartigan sta ed that fo r th e• same reasons, he dec.li11 ecl to make an order in tme
terms soug mt by t he SIDA
1

1

22 . Mt Isa M ines Rocleo- 12 to 15 August 2021 (TH l'2021'9 )
Narlionall Retail Associarlion Lim ited , Un ion of E mpl. oyers {Mount Isa M ines Rodeo), [20211)1QIRC 254
•
App,i,rnlion by NRA .
"
Applli: carlio111 for decimation g rarnted (Commissioner Ptdgeon),.
•
Applitable to a clefinedl area of Mlt Isa .
•
T he S OA smi:g'hlt and was g ranted !eave to be heard on the application and sullsequ.e111Hy made
submiss ions a11.dl appearedl in the matter.
•
The SDA s1U1bmissions as outlined irn file deois ion repeated ,nany of tll e argmnents from previous
cases , foir example•:
mere is a deficiency in tl'1e TAH Ad
lllot proviclirng gu idance o r any reference o
consicleral!ions on sucl11rnattell"S as: Ute 11e oessity of non-exempt shops to acirnally trade as
exempt sllops d:1U1ri ng the specna l event; t he ilillpact sucl11a dec laratron has on en1ployees of
shops affected by th e g ranting of such a declararlion a11dl the necessity to llmiit any retail hours
clu lirng · lhe special e\i'ent period .
It was lllot intended! to make every event sign ifi caJnt nor to make a ll non-exempt factliti,e s in
localio11.s near an event free from tradlirn g reg,u,a ti,on.
Appltcations which suggest the significance of any evelllt witmout demo11.stirati11g rea l
11 ecess ity for extended rad ing by maj:or retailers 1U111de rmines tile ex ilsti11.g trading reg im e•. T his
may enefi some maj or rata ilers bu ii5 likely l:o put sig1111 ifi ca!nt p ressura on the availialJility
req,1U1iredl of reta il woiters in he future a11.dl removes the rnrnpeUtkve advarntag:e of laite-nighit
lrnd ing re lied upon by ma1r1y small busirness owners and operators.
T he existing protections around votuntary work avail!ab le und'er statues or other instrurne:rnts
are not always adequate in preventing the reality of othe r relaitional pressures in stora.

ror
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•

Thle re was 110 confidence tl'lat til e event w ill nor.d the same leve l of significance it hlas in
prreviou s years as a resu1lt of tile impact of COV ID- 19- It was Slllbmitted that tile econorn ic
andl tourism interests of tile a rea wou ld be better served by minimiiSi11g alflly um11eceissmy
g1aithering opportunil!ies st.1ch ais s hopping in extended 11,ours , to avo id increas ing fea rs of
commun ity transrn ission _
It was noted ~hat the current COV ID-19 snuati:on is likely to have an iimpact on tile aUe:ndancie
numberrs at tile event andl that locals to til e areai willl not have an expeotarlion of ad:diti:ana l
shopping opportunmes..
It was submiltedl th at tll,e ex isti11g trading1reg ime is s ufficient forr he period of Jhe Mo ul'llt Isa
Mines Rodeo. T he area requested has a number of existing exem[Pt shops and the s how
website encourag·es patrons o plllrchase food and drink ait hie event. The app licaUon
· herefore does not serve any g,enu ine ne.ed of patrons aUe:nding tile even t.
It was re,questedl that the Commiss ion g ive particuta:r thought to Whetll,err the Mlt Isa Rodeo
w ill be sufficie;rntly signiffi:cant to j ust ify the order requested! in rons ideration of all of the
cirrcu mstanoes _
Oomm issi.o ner Pidgeon fou nd that l he Mount Isa Mines Ro deo:
r,s a un ique event of local, state o r nartiona s ignificance ,
iiS of cil.l l~urn.l and sporting sig11 if1cam:e a1nd iiS both unique arid infrequent,
is of significance to til e economy andl the tourism industry as pe r s .5 (3 )(a)(ii) of l he TAH ,A.ct,
andl
t here is nol hing1put forward in wliitte:n or oral submiss ions Uiat cau1ses me to detem1i11 e that
· he d:ecl!a ration 01f ai specia l event s ll.o uld not be macl,e.
Comm issioner Pid'g:oon stated! tlliat p rotections for votuntarry employmen t only by retail wo rkers
dimi ng extended hlou rs res1..11lting from a s:pe cial event dealaration exist 11.1nder s36 B of ~he TAH Act
No ord er for volurntary employment was made in the dealaration .

23 _ We ipa Fishing Cl.!!ss ic 202 1 - 3 to 5 Septe mber 2021 (TH/202 111 0}
N aitiomlil Retail Associaition Um ited , Un ion of Employers [202 1] QIRC 287
•
•
•
•·

•

Appllic ·on by NRA..
Appllicartion fo r ded aration g rantedl (Commissioner Dwye r)_
Applrcable to a defined area of Weipa.
The AWU filed an outline of submissions in s upport of the Application and subm itting1that it fu rl!her
notes, that the Cmnm ission ,can prov ide ancillary orders to ensurre that all ernpfoyees 1in the
affected shops receive prote cti on from work ing extend,ed trad ing homs p1L1rrsuant to s 36B, of l he
Act.
The SDA wrote to tll,e Comm ission as a union w ll o has members who have arn inte rest ln the
effec of the declaration sought but d id not s,ee'k l'eave to be hea rd . Tile SDA's email bro,ad ly
sought to emp has ise til e 'defiicfern cies in t he leg is fation'_ It hlg hligllted that the wo rd ing used in s
5(3) of the Act does not p rovid 1e any gllidance or reference to otherr s lgn ifi ca:nt ,0011is lde rati:0111s,
namely th.e necessity of non-exempt sh.ops to trad'.e , tile irn;p.,ict of tll.e declaira ion on em proyeeis;
ancl the necessity to [im it reta il ho1..11rrs. T he SDA also made reference to the importance of
voluntary woit in extended hours and r,eq uestecl it be expressed in any o rd'. er made.
Comm issioner Dwyer stated [111 Ui.e decision that h.e was satisfied that th.e Weipa Fi,shing Class ic
iiS a lll nique ev ent of local s ig,rnificanoe .
Oomm issioner Dwye r ar.so stated ilfll ttre decis lo:n that he was comfortable tnait tll.e TAH Ac,t {s36B),
provides adequ.rte p rotec ion for retai I employees poten ially impacted by tile appli ca ·on being
grnnted but Ile was not empowered! to p re-empt ively make orders. in corporating he protections
containecl iin s 3613. Howe e r,, fmm lhe submiss ions nrnde by all parties to participaiting1 in the
ll,earing it was noted! that there w:as c lear oonsent by the pa rties that employees affected by a
g:ranrling1of the application, whose llou rs may extend outsid!e th e no rmal range as pres,cri bed by
their Certified Agreeme:nts a1nd Awairns, wot.1 Id only be required to work hose additional holllrs. on
a vo luntary bas is.
1

•
•
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Education, Employment and Training Committee Report No 15: Inquiry Into the
operation of the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990
The trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Act 2017 amended the retail trading hours
arrangements for Queensland, allowing for further trading of businesses in limited areas that
previously would not have been able to trade on restricted days or extended hours. The act also
required the Minister to undertake a review into Trading Hours before the end of the 5‐year
moratorium period lapses.
When considering trading hours, balancing community convenience with potential adverse
economic impacts for small and family businesses and their staff is no easy task. The public
understandably desires the convenience of unregulated trading hours, however we also need to
consider the potential impacts that this may have on the viability of small business and their
employees, with their attendant impacts on families and communities ‐ particularly in regional and
remote areas. Many of the written and in‐person submissions by small businesses, their peak body
representatives and employee unions received by the committee explored these considerations
and exposed significant downside risks in undertaking further deregulation of trading hours.
Whilst being outside of the scope of the Inquiry, the impact of the internet on customer shopping
habits shouldn’t be dismissed. The internet has created a new standard of convenience with the
ability to shop anytime and almost anywhere. Though this does not have the instant gratification
of seeing and touching the real product, the convenience, and often lower prices of online
shopping, make it an important competitor even in more remote communities.

RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
During the committee hearing employee interest groups highlighted valid concerns about lifestyle
impacts, mental wellbeing and availability of childcare services outside of the typical working week.
Their concerns regarding the lack of suitable childcare availability on weekends appears quite valid
‐ especially for single parent families. These families would have to rely on assistance from other
family members or friends to care for their children in order to complete work shifts beyond normal
business hours. In many situations this may not be possible as care may not be available, an
outcome that may be more prevalent in smaller and remote communities.
As many of the employees are casually employed, employee interest groups are also concerned that
these workers are vulnerable to pressure for them to work additional hours. There are concerns
that 7‐day trading hours may impose additional costs and stress to these workers and their families.

VIABILITY OF SMALL BUSINESSES
Small business is our nation’s biggest employer and generator of economic activity and growth.
Evidence presented to the committee by Mr Frank Spano representing IGA stores and the Master
Grocers’ Association indicated that grocery sales by independent retailers result in a greater
employment of staff than identical grocery sales by the large retailers such as Woolworths, Coles and
Aldi. Mr Spano also argued that the practice of independent retailers employing young people and
apprentices in areas such as the bakery and meat sections is no longer matched by the large
supermarket chains, and is therefore threatened by deregulation of retail trading hours.

Small family‐owned businesses regard changes to trading hours with trepidation and this is
understandable due to the highly competitive nature of the larger supermarket chains. The size of
these large supermarket chains gives them significant economies of scale and buying power, which
often results in a lower marginal cost of operation which can be used to undercut potential small
business competition. It also permits large supermarket chains to amortise the cost of freight to
rural and regional centres against the remainder of their vast supermarket operations. This artificial
advantage allows them to undercut smaller independent retailers in areas such as newspaper sales.
For example, it was mentioned at the Mount Isa hearing, that newspapers were only available at
the large supermarket chains. Whilst this may seem trivial, it does redirect foot traffic to the larger
supermarkets.
It was also claimed that large supermarket chains sometimes aggressively target their
competition by undercutting price on certain products to attract customers away from
smaller convenience stores. Such trade practices may threaten the viability of small
independent retail stores and by extension threaten to extinguish completion in the groceries
market.
It ought to be acknowledged however that the argument advanced by shopping centre interests
may also have merit. That is to say that there is a symbiotic relationship between the foot traffic
of large supermarket chains and the collocated small speciality stores who depend upon them.

TOURISM REGIONS
Queensland with its idyllic warm weather and natural attractions has always been a desirable
location to holiday, especially for those venturing north during cooler southern winters. These
tourists, typically from large metropolitan areas are accustomed to extended trading hours as part
of their daily routine. Therefore, it is completely understandable for tourist areas like Port Douglas
to support extended trading to cater for the expectations of visiting tourists.

COVID‐19 PANDEMIC
Over the last 2 years, the COVID‐19 pandemic has caused havoc for the Queensland economy,
especially in hospitality and tourism industries. This has made it difficult to assess the economic
effects of the 2017 reforms to trading hours, particularly in areas that were heavily reliant on
tourism.

CONCLUSION
The LNP Opposition members of the committee understand that small businesses, including small
independent and family‐owned retailers, are the powerhouse of our economy, employing a
significant proportion of the nation’s workforce, and generating prosperity for owners and staff
alike. In doing so, tax revenue is generated which funds the social security, infrastructure and
services upon which our society depends. Such small businesses and their staff work very hard and
strive to serve and support their local communities, customers and suppliers. We believe that there
is a need in such environments to ensure that the institutionalised power imbalances between
small independent retailers and large chain supermarkets are not left unchecked, and that the
preservation of competition depends upon a degree of retained retail trading hours regulation. We
believe that this approach is essential in a large and decentralised state such as Queensland.
The LNP Opposition members of the committee generally supports the committee reports’
recommendations which have resulted from a thorough and searching engagement with interest

groups, retailers and the public throughout the state. The recommendations seek not to deprive
small family retail businesses and their staff of any existing trading hours protections, but rather
to adjust and improve the workings of the Act.

James Lister MP
Member for Southern Downs

Mark Boothman MP
Member for Theodore

